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ABSTRACT
Prior research on gender diverse caregiving experiences focused mostly on binary transgender
perceptions, either treating non-binary people as an afterthought or excluding them altogether.
Though non-binary identities are beginning to gain attention in current research, not enough
attention has been given to the complex identity processes and discourses that non-binary people
must navigate in caregiving encounters. This research sought to bridge that gap in knowledge by
comparing and contrasting the ways binary transgender and non-binary people ‘do gender’ in
these encounters. Through 21 in-depth life history interviews, the researcher documented the
ways binary transgender and non-binary people adhered to or resisted transnormative narratives
with themselves and in caregiving settings, as well as the nuances inherent in the ‘doing’ of
transgender. Participants relied on Biographical Work to frame their experiences. Their complex
personal conceptions of gender identity were explored and the performances they adhered to in
clinical settings were described. Both binary transgender and non-binary participants reported
adhering to transnormative and cisnormative discourses in these encounters, with all participants
who sought out gender affirming care perceiving they had to follow a medical model of ‘doing
transgender’ or risk being denied access to care.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE SOCIAL COSTS OF TRANSNORMATIVITYAND BINARIST MEDICAL MODELS
Gender-diverse identities, especially those that do not fit neatly into a binary, are
contested in everyday life and in medical encounters because they challenge dominant
medicalized narratives of trans-ness that are often represented in media. As a ‘woman read’
person of color, Rasmin, who is Southeast Asian and agender, relayed an experience that is all
too common for non-binary people in caregiving settings:
The one thing I'm worried about is worse care and being treated worse. And it's also one
of those things where I think … it's kind of hard to understand nonbinary, like for some
people, it's really hard to understand nonbinary transition [is]. I have a friend who like,
they’re nonbinary but to get HRT they said they were binary trans., I don't know I guess
like as far as I'm concerned, why I would want some things and not want other things like
I don't know how that conversation’s gonna go. I don't know how any conversation about
dysphoria is going to go like I'm not super optimistic because I haven't had a great track
record talking about this kind of thing with like, just straight cis-people to be honest. I
guess I'm also worried about them being like okay like you're not like trans enough,
you're not skinny enough, or whatever, [and then] I’m not able to get care later is
something I'm kind of worried about.
Non-binary adjacent people like Rasmin are accustomed to making themselves ‘small’ in
patient-provider interactions by presenting a reductionist version of self that is unproblematic.
Rasmin chose to conceal their true identity in this situation, while others described in this study
have opted to embrace their authentic identity or compromised by performing an overly
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simplified narrative of self to access vital resources. Each of these tactics comes with its own set
of consequences, which will be explored in this thesis.
Rasmin’s fears of negative evaluation, identity dismissal, and discrimination prevented
them from disclosing their gender-diverse status to their care providers. They also claimed to be
afraid of being exposed as an ‘imposter.’ The stereotype associated with being agender in
Rasmin’s accounting of it, meant presenting as devoid of any secondary sex characteristics and
refraining from ‘doing gender’ (West and Zimmerman 1987). The stereotype that agender and
non-binary people must be very thin to present as androgynous, in order to validate their status as
an agender/non-binary person is an example of transnormativity (see Appendix A), a normative
assumption about how a transgender identity should be performed (Johnson 2016). Rasmin
expressed interest in some interventions and not others, but did not know how to justify their
preferences to partially transition in a scenario where going against the dominant transition
narrative could result in denial of care. They described a need to present an unproblematic
version of themself by ‘doing transnormativity’ to appease the knowledge gaps present in their
provider's understandings of gender-diversity and trans care needs.
The nuances and intricacies of ‘doing gender’ in medical contexts have rarely been
studied or acknowledged through a gender-diverse lens. When analyzing gender disparities,
many researchers presume two biological sex classifications: male and female. Sex is assumed to
be predictive of gender identity and one’s subsequent physical and social attributes. When
medical and academic researchers rely on traditional binary classification schemes when
constructing their research protocols, they assume anatomy is destiny, thus holding their
conceptions of people hostage to colonialist ideas about gender (Lagos 2018). As a result, these
researchers fail to account for health disparities related to social expectations of gender identity
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and thus exclude gender-diverse peoples’ perspectives from their findings (Heise et al. 2019;
Pega and Veale 2015). Even when researchers acknowledge the existence of gender-diverse
people (those who do not wholly or exclusively identify with their gender assigned at birth), they
often pathologize gender incongruence and dysphoria. At best, pathologizing them in the
research literature eventually leads to misunderstandings which negatively affect healthcare
experiences and access to care. At worst, according to the findings of this study, it leads to
stigmatization, low self-esteem, traumatization for gender-diverse people.
Furthermore, when well-meaning researchers and healthcare workers are aware of gender
diversity issues, they often express transnormative stereotypes (Johnson 2016) regarding how
they believe gender-diverse people should present themselves. Anything that deviates from those
expectations can be defined as “inappropriate gender-diverse behavior” or even overlooked
entirely as a result. Due to how gender-diverse people experience erasure in the medical sector,
they must overcome physician ignorance to access primary, emergency, and transition-related
health care (Mogul-Adlin 2015). The medicalized model of ‘doing’ transgender has foundational
roots in biomedical knowledge and interventions when it comes to gender incongruence. The
biomedical model has been long contested for leaning into bio-essentialist assumptions about
wellness and a failure to see the ‘whole person’ (Spurlin 2019). Informational and institutional
erasure mutually reproduce harmful systems in which gender-diverse people are seen as
anomalous, meaning they must endure discriminatory behavior while doing the labor to remedy
systemic deficiencies and educate their providers (Bauer et al. 2009).
This study explores the various discourses gender-diverse people draw on when
describing themselves and their experiences navigating caregiving institutions. By utilizing
‘doing gender’ frameworks guided by transgender/gender-diverse standpoint epistemology
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(Jones 2020), this researcher seeks to decolonize research on this group and center their voices in
research which can affect their lives. Delaying care because of anticipatory shame and
discrimination has a significant association with poor general and mental health among genderdiverse adults (Seelman et al. 2017). Prior sociological and medical research on gender-diverse
disparities, be it in healthcare or everyday life, has been conducted through a twentieth-century
cisgender (see Appendix A) lens that positions gender-diverse people as the “other”; in other
words, viewed as a spectacle, an anomaly, or even fetishized. Though many modern cisgender
researchers have the best intentions, their work often fails to capture gender-diverse experiences,
especially those who are non-binary adjacent (Appendix A). Additionally, research conducted by
cisgender individuals can be undercut by inadequate data gathering techniques due to a lack of
rapport with participants and a lack of community engagement with the research process.
Researchers who chose to de-other their perspective and “center” or “ground” (Hill Collins
2009) their research from a gender-diverse standpoint (Jones 2020) will be more sensitized to a
broader array of interpretive possibilities regarding how gender-diverse individuals interact with
the caregiving community. Gender-diverse people are reclaiming the conversation regarding
their health from caregiving specialists who have long pathologized and ignored them even as
they pledged to do no harm (Kronk et al. 2021; Pearce 2018; Vincent and Lorimer 2018).
Applying a life-history, biographical work (Gubrium and Lynott 1985; Gubrium Holstein, and
Buckholdt 1994) approach to this group’s talk about their experiences with caregivers offer
valuable insights on their narrative constructions of ‘the self’ (Mason-Schrock 1996), the spheres
of transnormativity and ‘doing gender,’ and consequential health behaviors and outcomes for
gender-diverse people. Alternatively, gender-diverse people also drew on other modes of
discourse aside from transnormativity and ‘doing gender’, such as mental health and
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neurodivergence. In this study, I also sought to illuminate the ways that ambiguity and fluidity
are problematized in caregiving encounters by gathering data on personal identity external to
caregiving encounters to elucidate individual authenticity narratives. By participating in the coconstruction of identity with my participants, or ‘active interviewing’ (Holstein and Gubrium
1995), I was able to ascertain an array of unique identities that are largely pathologized or erased
in caregiving settings. From a gender-diverse standpoint, in this thesis, I answer the following
questions:
•

In what way, if any, will gender-diverse people draw on the discourse of transnormativity
to describe their experiences interfacing with the caregiving community?

•

In what way, if any, will gender-diverse people describe conforming to or resisting
transnormativity when interfacing with the caregiving community?

•

In what way, if any, will gender-diverse people invoke ‘doing gender’ frameworks to
describe their experiences interfacing with the caregiving community?

•

Does willingness and ability to ‘do gender’ in caregiving settings differ between binary
trans and non-binary individuals?

•

What other discourse, if any, will participants draw upon to describe their experiences
interfacing with the caregiving community?
On my journey to advocate for the relevance of these questions, I began by exploring the

broader gender-diverse issues within caregiving as a binarist institution. In Chapter 2, I reviewed
the existing literature on the implications of stigma, visibility, identity negotiation, and
navigation in caregiving settings for gender-diverse individuals. Chapter 3 introduced the
theoretical orientations that underpin the inquires above, and Chapter 4 provided an overview of
the methodology and procedures utilized for this study. Next, in Chapters 5 and 6, I discussed the
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findings from my research. Lastly, in Chapter 7, I summarized my contributions to the literature,
the limitations of the study, and looked to the future regarding gender-diverse research.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW: THE TRANSFORMATION OF TRANSGENDER
In this chapter, I introduce the reader to gender-diverse people as a category. I include a
taxonomy of how various terms have emerged and some of the effects which accompany this
stigmatized label to provide context for the proposed study. Next, I discuss the visibility paradox
faced by most gender-diverse individuals—to be seen or not to be seen—and the consequences
for both. This is important when considering the findings on identity negotiation and the
stressors that accompany transnormative expectations from both cisgender and gender-diverse
communities. Identity negotiation plays a vital role in navigating healthcare, a gender-biased
institution founded on cis-sexist norms and ideals. To explore this further, I take a close look at
provider ignorance facilitated by transmedicalist narratives about transitioning that are then used
to generalize gender-diverse people’s health care needs and desires. This, in turn, impacts
accessibility and gender-diverse peoples’ ability or willingness to seek out medical care. Finally,
I confront the health equity gap between cisgender and gender-diverse people by examining the
physiological and psychological implications of chronic exposure to stress and discrimination.
At the heart of these social processes is the medicalization of gender incongruence in
situations where the so-called infallible nature of binary gender is challenged. Individual
behaviors and processes of ‘doing gender’ in unacceptable ways become pathologized as social
norms are disrupted and identities are problematized (Conrad 2007). Those who disrupt these
norms are subject to marginalization and consequently branded as ‘deviant.’ Pathologization, in
this context, ensures that the ‘deviant’ condition and its accommodating behaviors are corrected
and constrained. Gender dysphoria is a tool through which researchers and care providers
operationalize transgender identity as a medical condition, whereby one must meet a strict set of
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diagnostic criteria to a) make identity claims about one's own trans-ness and b) access genderaffirming care. This overly simplistic framework of linear transition and binary trans-ness is not
applicable to all gender-diverse people, and relying on a pathology paradigm rooted in western
assimilationist ideals ensures that gender-diverse voices are secondary to institutional authority.
It is my goal to shift the conversation by including gender-diverse peoples’ experiences and
perceptions to illuminate the complex bargaining processes that occur when anticipatory or
explicit identity threat constrains access to resources.
An Introduction to Gender-Diverse Issues
Gender has been interpreted in diverse ways throughout history and geography, long
before concepts such as ‘transgender’ or ‘non-binary’ were available for use. EuropeanAmerican cultures’ reliance on bio-inference and essentialism regarding the roles of men and
women has been long studied and critiqued. In patriarchal societies, anatomy is considered
destiny, and the sexed body serves as the epistemic foundation for prescriptive claims about
social order (Laqueur 1990). Alas, science is mediated by cultural norms. The result—the erasure
of gender-diverse identities—reinforces cisnormative narratives about gender roles, expectations,
and hierarchy. Much of the lack of understanding (or rejection) of gender-diverse identities and
issues stem from a lack of knowledge of what gender diversity means and what language to use
when discussing gender-diverse individuals and experiences. The term “transgender” has
undergone a few reconceptualizations since its inception in the 1970s. Virginia Prince used the
term as a replacement for “transsexual” to characterize people who live full time as another
gender without medical intervention (Ekins and King 2006). Contemporary terms utilized and
consistent with theoretical frameworks regarding gender diversity are Transgender/nonbinary/gender-expansive. The term transgender acts as an umbrella term for those who do not fit
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the conventional gender norms enforced in a system modeled in cis-sexist patriarchy’s selfimage. A variety of terms exist under the umbrella. Still, it is most commonly used to represent
both binary transgender (exclusively men and exclusively women) and non-binary (gender nonconforming, genderqueer, agender) individuals (Heise et al. 2019).
While many institutions move to enact cultural competency programs surrounding
LGTBQIA+ issues, and public perceptions of LGBT people over the past decade have been
increasingly positive, gender-diverse people are still heavily stigmatized (Fetner 2016). When
one's gender identity conflicts with social expectations predicated on assigned sex and its
associated values, it causes social and psychological strain (Poteat, German, and Kerrigan
2013). That is the case with gender-diverse individuals who regularly experience discrimination,
admonition, and harassment. In addition, gender-diverse people are often denied their
fundamental human rights based on faulty science, religion, and stigma associated with
perceived sexual deviance and assumed mental illness. While attitudes are shifting in favor of
transgender and non-binary people, advances made by trans activists have not gone unnoticed
and have been met with intense backlash from anti-equality extremists in the form of legislation
(Human Rights Campaign 2021).
According to findings from the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey, gender-diverse people
experience unemployment at four times (20%) the general population's rate (5%), and even more
so for gender-diverse people of color. Nearly one-third (29%) of respondents reported living in
poverty, compared to 12% in the U.S population, with gender-diverse people of color being more
than three times as likely to be in poverty as the U.S. population. Only 11% of respondents
reported that all of their IDs had the name and gender they preferred, while two-thirds (68%)
reported that none had the name and gender they preferred. One-third (33%) of those who saw a
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health care provider in the past year reported having at least one negative experience related to
being gender-diverse, including being refused treatment, verbally harassed, and physically or
sexually assaulted. Another report (Grant, Motter, and Tanis 2011) found that 63% of
participants had experienced severe acts of discrimination related to bias such as job loss;
eviction; bullying at school from teachers or students, or even harassment so extreme the
participant had to drop out; physical assault; sexual assault; homelessness; lost relationships with
loved ones; denial of medical service; and incarceration. In yet another study (James et al. 2016),
forty-one percent of respondents reported having attempted suicide, which is 26 times higher
than the general population. Healthcare providers’ lack of expertise on transgender health serves
as a significant barrier to healthcare in the gender-diverse community. This disparity is
compounded when gender-diverse people are forced to navigate healthcare through a
cisnormative transnormative lens.
The visibility paradox.
Pop culture and mass media rely on stereotypes, creating and reinforcing
misrepresentative narratives regarding gender-diverse people. Often farcical at best and
promoting fear and violence at their worst, those misrepresentations impact the day-to-day lives
of gender-diverse people and negatively influence their life chances. Stuart Hall (1997) believes
that this type of representation “engages feelings, attitudes, and emotions, and it mobilizes fear
and anxieties in the viewer at a deeper level” (pg.7). The ‘other’ is forced to adhere to binary
forms of representation that operate in polarized, binary extremes with crude and reductionist
beliefs about diversity (Hall 1997). Between dominant binary genders and those seen as the
'other,' the identity of 'man' and 'woman' is continually being renegotiated. Cisnormativity, or the
assumption that everyone is cisgender, advantages cisgender people in this interactional process,
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resulting in the marginalization and othering of gender-diverse people. Consequently, genderdiverse people have been forever branded social deviants, not because of assumed economic and
corporeal threat but because of a symbolic threat to a culture that is foundationally cisnormative
and binarist (Whitestone, Giles, and Linz 2020).
In a decades-long battle for visibility and justice, gender-diverse people are experiencing
cultural visibility like never before. In 2014, Laverne Cox graced the cover of Time Magazine
with the title “The Transgender Tipping Point: America's Next Civil Rights Frontier” (Steinmetz
2014). Before this moment, many individuals’ only exposure to trans-ness was to see transgender
people as the butt of jokes, to be viewed with disgust and awe. Because of increased visibility,
trans-ness has become mainstream, and more people are connecting the dots and coming out than
ever before. For the first time, we are able to connect with the gender-diverse people that dignify
the screens through complex stories and personalities. As we move away from stereotypical
narratives of trans-ness, we can begin to empathize. Unfortunately, with visibility comes
vulnerability. Anne Boyer best summarized this sentiment in The Undying (2019): “Visibility
doesn’t reliably change the relations of power to who or what is visible except insofar as visible
prey are easier to hunt” (pg.159). Her critique of the “ideological regime of cancer” and the
fetishization of visibility is applicable to the emerging cultural visibility that has empowered and
plagued gender-diverse people. Because of increased visibility, transphobia is at an all-time high,
and backlash in the form of violence and legislation has ensued. What happens when the looking
glass is transformed into a magnifying glass, in which one’s entire personhood is picked apart,
analyzed, and fetishized by the population at large? How does one internalize that? Violence
against gender-diverse people has become such a frequent occurrence that in 2019, the American
Medical Association (AMA) declared it an epidemic. In the U.S., transphobia is rising as
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conservative politicians push back on gains made for gender-diverse rights. According to the
Human Rights Campaign, at least 28 states are voting on upwards of 119 anti-transgender bills in
2021 (Human Rights Campaign 2021). The introduced legislation primarily attacks genderaffirming care and trans participation in sports, with lawmakers using anti-transgender ideology
and rhetoric to play political football with gender-diverse people's lives, particularly genderdiverse youth (Human Rights Campaign 2021).
Identity negotiation.
Formal definitions aside, what does it mean to be gender-diverse, and who gets to dictate
the meaning of that experience? The term transgender has been used as a catch-all for gendervariant individuals or those who do not entirely or exclusively identify with their gender assigned
at birth. Still, no consensus has been reached within the gender-diverse community on what falls
under the transgender umbrella or who gets to use the labels ‘transgender’ or ‘gender-diverse.’ In
the past, transgender separatism was more prevalent as transgender (sometimes self-identified as
transsexual) separatist activists fought for the re-negotiation of what it meant to be transgender
and who was entitled to the advances from their efforts (Davidson 2007). In short, transgender
separatists were typically binary transgender (see Appendix A) people (or sometimes nefarious
actors) who did not want the term “transgender” to be inclusive of other gender-variant
individuals that did not adhere to the gender binary (Davidson 2007). The transgender separatist
movement is less prominent today, but the exclusionary rhetorical divides within the genderdiverse communities and the larger culture are still used to invalidate the lived experiences and
identities of non-binary people. These discourses have been harmful to both gender-diverse
individuals and gender-diverse community solidarity, with many people who identify with
gender incongruence showing hesitancy towards self-identifying as transgender. Gender-diverse
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people must navigate visibility and identity, and because gender attribution continues to play a
fundamental role in how one is perceived, assessed, and valued, visual conformity is paramount
to in-group and out-group acceptance (West and Zimmerman 1987). When a person presents
their gender identity ‘ambiguously’ to a world shaped by gender accountability and binarist
assumptions, they risk objectification, fetishization, and erasure of their personhood (West and
Zimmerman 1987). Gender-diverse peoples’ bodies are contested and policed; they are forced to
choose between being visible or ‘going stealth’ (see Appendix A), both of which have strong
implications for health and well-being. This is not to say that all non-binary people present their
gender ambiguously or adhere to androgyny. Many non-binary people change nothing about
their appearance, and not all non-binary people use gender neutral pronouns. With this being
said, non-binary people are often forced to defend their identities in the face of institutional and
interpersonal erasure.
We can gather insight into identity construction and negotiation by observing the
narrative strategies gender-diverse people use to validate their authenticity. Spencer Garrison
(2018) conducted a study analyzing gender-diverse narrative strategies and found that many
worried about whether their own experiences of gender incongruence could “be distilled into a
narrative that is intelligible to others and appear consistent over time” (Garrison 2018). The
threat of identity challenge influenced the construction of their accounts, with many non-binary
participants ironically employing accounts that mirror the dominant narrative of gender-diverse
experiences, despite their focus on gender deconstruction in other narratives (Garrison 2018).
Some participants feared that they would be referred to as “transtrenders”- or those who claim
trans-identity to be trendy- because their narratives were atypical compared to the dominant
transgender narrative (Garrison 2018). Interestingly, those who were more likely to have their
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identity validated by others shared life-history accounts centered on gender ambiguity. We learn
from this study that dominant narratives and tropes of trans-ness are plagued by binary
understandings of gender and whether someone has “suffered enough” to claim that identity,
with several participants equating trans identity with tribulation (Garrison 2018). Many genderdiverse people, specifically younger non-binary gender-diverse people, fear that their own
experiences will be inconsistent with strict criteria and cisnormative assumptions about being
transgender, thus proving them to be “inauthentic” or “not trans enough.” In another study
featuring interviews with gender-diverse people (Davidson 2007), participants noted a distinction
between their internal sense of identity and the public identity they employed in the presence of
cisgender people, stating that they typically used simplified, binarist terms for their identity.
Numerous gender-diverse people, both binary and non-binary, have very fluid understandings of
gender with gender deconstructionist overtones. Many people used multiple identifiers to
describe their own gender experiences. Currah (2002) asserted that the sole difference between
transgender and cisgender people is the extent to which others accept and affirm their gender
identity. Gender-diverse people must consistently, both with themselves and their audiences,
engage in the negotiation of gender identity to be treated as non-problematic.
Transnormativity, which is the unique context in which “transgender people’s
presentations and experiences are held accountable” by cis-sexist assumptions about trans-ness
(Johnson 2016), has instilled feelings of alienation and marginalization in both binary
transgender and non-binary people because of the ambiguous community definitions of the title
“transgender” (Namaste 2000). Helana Darwin (2020) explores this phenomenon by outlining
the differences between the binarist medical model of “being trans,” the institutionalized model,
and the umbrella model meant to be inclusive of all gender identities and alignments without
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holding people hostage to arbitrary rules. Binary modes of thinking, in this context, are mediated
by our investment in gender conformity, with little to no room for gender variance. In the
introduction, I noted that not all non-binary/genderqueer/agender people feel comfortable with
the transgender label; in fact, many gender-diverse individuals feel excluded from the
transgender umbrella because of binary cultural investments both within and outside of the
gender-diverse community. There is a multitude of logics for feeling excluded; each is specific to
each individual’s understanding and interpretation of their own gender identity. Many genderdiverse theorists, such as Leslie Feinberg (1998), Judith Butler (2006), and Alok Vaid-Menon
(2020), reject the sex and gender binary, advocating instead for the queering of modern
understandings of both while freeing ourselves from non-malleability. The umbrella model of the
term “transgender” has gained more prominence in recent years as attitudes shift towards
acceptance of gender-diversity. Still, because transmedicalism (see Appendix A) has been
institutionalized, both binary trans and non-binary people are required to subscribe to medical
discourses of pathology to receive gender-affirming care (Davidson 2007). Medical gatekeeping
of gender-diverse identity and access continues to be a significant source of stress for genderdiverse people who are required to seek the approval of therapists and physicians for genderaffirming care with little to no power to define their own situations. Participating in their
pathologization and misrepresentation is often strategically necessary for gender-diverse people
seeking gender-affirming care with no certainty that their subjugation to such treatment will pay
off. Non-binary people’s experiences in medical care are unique. They often face erasure in the
face of transnormativity and transmedicalism, with or without a disclosure of gender identity.
This is an area that is highly understudied and warrants careful attention.
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Navigating Care Institutions
Health disparities within gender-diverse communities have recently become a hot topic
among social scientists, which creates a sense of optimism for gender-diverse individuals who
have long suffered at the hands of medical care providers while having their anguish overlooked.
Gender-diverse people have complex care needs with an increased risk of poor mental, physical,
and sexual health, yet they lack adequate access to care (Roller, Sedlak, and Draucker 2015).
Gender inequality in health is hard to ignore, especially when looking at the disparities between
men and women and how those can shift with other axes of stratification such as race and class.
A major point here is that restrictive gender systems and the hierarchy of gendered institutions
influence the consequences of health-related differences and are far more indicative of health
outcomes than biological sex alone (Heise 2019). A fair example of this is the idea that risktaking behaviors are associated with masculinity. This is not caused by one's innate biological
need to be reckless or avoidant of medical care, but rather one’s socialization into manhood
which often serves as the antithesis to, or rejection of, femininity.
Research subjects are typically divided by sex, AMAB (assigned male at birth) and
AFAB (assigned female at birth). This focus on binary constructions of gender fails to
acknowledge gender diversity and effectively erases non-binary peoples’ experiences from their
findings (Davidson 2007). They literally “don’t count.” Despite calls for inclusion of gender
identity when measuring social determinants of health, it is often overlooked when the World
Health Organization drafts and implements commissions. This, in turn, results in missed
opportunities to explore further the connections between social determinants of wellbeing and
human rights (Pega and Veale 2015). Gender-biased care systems are omnipresent even as
cultural competency is on the rise. These systems often grant less legitimacy to those who do not
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conform to a strict dichotomy of gendered behavior and presentation based on the sex they were
assigned at birth (Heise 2019).
Provider ignorance.
Some self-reported barriers to healthcare for gender-diverse individuals noted are lack of
cultural competency, discrimination by healthcare systems, hostility from providers, and lack of
health insurance to cover trans-specific needs such as gender-affirming care (Roller, Sedlak, and
Draucker 2015; Johnson et al. 2020). Although various studies have been published on genderdiverse peoples' self-reported discrimination in medical care, few have addressed the gap in
knowledge that many healthcare workers experience regarding gender-diverse health and
identities (Abraham 2020). Many physicians rely on outdated medical understandings of what it
means to be gender-diverse because healthcare institutions are foundationally binarist and cissexist (Baur et al. 2009; Mogul-Adlin 2015). John Safer (2016), based on gender-diverse
people’s self-reports, calls for the analysis of healthcare workers' knowledge and biases across
the spectrum of medical training, focusing on the development of adequate cultural competency
programs that embody gender-diverse health (2016). Safer and Pearce (2013) conducted a study
in which second-year medical students were to have a small curriculum change that included
units on transgender identities and health. Before the course, 38% of students reported that they
anticipated discomfort when working with transgender patients. After the course, 67% of all
second-year students reported a drop in anticipated discomfort with providing transgender care.
This indicates that small changes in curriculum increase health providers' confidence in their
ability to assist and treat gender-diverse patients. Other studies have found that when confronted
with ambiguity, providers often stigmatize their patients to maintain medical power and authority
(Poteat, Gierman, and Kerrigan 2013). The researchers note that clinicians play the role of the
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“knowledgeable medical authority” in traditional clinical relationships, and patients are expected
to unquestioningly accept the provider’s greater medical knowledge without debate. Meanwhile,
gender-diverse people are painfully aware that many healthcare providers are not transcompetent and approach the encounter accordingly, which challenges traditional power
dynamics in clinical relationships. Many physicians have only been exposed to the
transmedicalist narrative that gender-diverse people are ‘trapped in the wrong body’ and want to
transition medically. This assumption sets precedence for what they believe ‘real’ transgender, or
gender-diverse, people look like and believe, which results in identity erasure and patient
pressure to ‘fully transition’ (Mogul-Adlin 2015). In 2012, 13 physicians participated in a
qualitative study headed by Snelgrove (Snelgrove et al. 2012) to assess ideas related to barriers
faced by physicians when caring for gender-diverse patients. The five healthcare barriers cited by
the physicians were similar to those noted by gender-diverse patients: accessing resources,
medical knowledge deficits, ethics of transition-related medical care, diagnosing vs.
pathologizing patients, and health system determinants.
Widespread non-prescribed hormone use among trans persons has been recorded in both
the United States and Canada (Rotondi et al. 2013). For instance, 71% of young trans women
obtained hormones from a non-medical source in Chicago, Illinois. In rarer instances, do-ityourself gender-affirming surgeries have been performed regardless of immediate health risk.
According to Rotondi and their team, accessible, trans-competent, gender-affirming care could
be the difference between life and death. They note gender-diverse people are willing to take
great risks to live authentically. An obvious explanation for this risk-taking behavior is the
apparent economic disparities among gender-diverse people and the prohibitive costs of genderaffirming care. Another possible explanation, according to the research team, could be the
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anticipation of shame-related behavior in clinical experiences, which causes some gender-diverse
people to avoid interacting with the healthcare system to escape discrimination and harassment.
Not only is poor treatment of gender-diverse people rooted in implicit biases, but it is also the
direct by-product of informational erasure and lack of training in gender-affirming care for most
physicians (Bauer et al. 2009). Namaste (2000) defines erasure as “a condition of how
transsexuality is managed in culture and institutions, a condition that ultimately inscribes
transsexuality as impossible.” Informational erasure results from institutional erasure, solidified
by a lack of policies that humanize gender-diverse people. Because of cisnormative assumptions
at both the systemic and interpersonal level, gender-diverse people are seen as outliers; isolated
cases that, in the context of population health, are not significant enough to consider.
Social determinants of health.
In addition to stigmatization experienced from health care workers, transgender and nonbinary people must deal with oppressive gender norms and idealizations from the external world.
As with cisgender people, gendered health disparities are a significant source of stress and can
predict mortality and morbidity rates among populations (Courtenay 2000; Connell 2012;
Homan 2019). Some scientists and scholars speculate that differences in men and women are
primarily due to biological and genetic factors and not necessarily socially driven. However,
patterns of behavioral and psychosocial differences between men and women play out in
transgender individuals. For instance, transgender women are more likely to have an HIVpositive status, have lower rates of prostate cancer, and are more susceptible to psychosocial
stressors. Transgender men may experience more discrimination in health settings and delayed
access to medical procedures, causing them not to seek medical attention (Safer et al. 2017).
Transgender men report having higher smoking rates than transgender women, and surprisingly,
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non-binary individuals have a higher smoking rate than all groups combined (Miller
and Grollman 2015). Overall, trans and non-binary participants reported higher rates of clinical
depression (41%) than cisgender people (Safer et al. 2016). In 2020, a Pride study researcher
looked at eating behavior among gender-diverse people using the Eating Disorder Examination
Questionnaire (EDE-Q). This study highlighted the interplay between gender identity and body
image, specifically analyzing the role body dissatisfaction and gender dysphoria played in
disordered eating (Nagata 2020). They found that gender-diverse people also pursued gendered
body ideals through disordered eating, with trans men exhibiting more disordered eating and
compulsive exercising than cis-men (Nagata 2020). This is possibly tied to the desire to suppress
menstruation and secondary sex characteristics typically associated with women. Another
explanation could be that gender-diverse people are more likely to experience higher rates of
violence, victimization, harassment, and discrimination which provoke psychological and
behavioral stress-responses associated with eating disorders (Austin 2015). Trans women also
displayed more behavior related to disordered eating than cis-women because of societal
constraints placed on femininity and “passing” (Nagata 2020). In the same vein, non-binary
people have higher rates of disordered eating than cis-men and women partly because of social
pressure to appear androgynous. As stated before, marginalization can lead to alienation, which
affects health. Though studies on non-binary individuals are sparse and at times contradictory,
we are beginning to see a need to expand our scope beyond the binary in terms of methodology
and research.
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
This chapter maps out the theoretical groundwork on which this study has been
constructed. First, I outline transgender standpoint epistemology. Then I introduce the concept of
biography work. Afterwards I describe various ‘doing gender’ frameworks. Finally, I discuss the
utilization of all these theoretical concepts to identify and understand the discourses that
participants drew on when describing their conceptions of self and experiences interfacing with
healthcare.
Transgender Standpoint Epistemology
Because of my commitment to centering gender-diverse voices and experiences in this
research while decentering organizational epistemologies, I relied on transgender standpoint
epistemology to guide this study. Transgender standpoint epistemology (Jones 2020) is rooted in
feminist standpoint theory, which asserts that knowledge is socially situated and that
marginalized people are conscious of their circumstances and are thus better equipped to ask
questions than spectators who are not part of that marginalized community. Feminist standpoint
theory was conceptualized by a sociologist named Dorothy Smith (2005), who was heavily
influenced by Marx’s theory of class domination and believed that political, social, and
economic relations underpin women’s oppression (Smith 2005). Another prominent sociologist,
Patricia Hill Collins (2019), took this one step further by taking an intersectional approach to
feminist standpoint theory, proclaiming that Black women have unique experiences with race,
gender, and class. Intersectional perspectives are necessary in the fight for equity, justice, and
understanding. She challenges us to consider the importance of integrating broader social forces
into understanding group dynamics and reframing assumptions about marginalized people.
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Transgender standpoint epistemology enables a gender-diverse perspective, which helps
combat cisnormative and transnormative narratives by centering the lives of marginalized people
when analyzing power relations. Transgender standpoint epistemology focuses explicitly on how
gender-diverse people come to know themselves, their social world, and one another, and how
this knowledge influences their daily experiences (Nicolazzo 2021). Within the context of this
project, transgender standpoint epistemology is integral to understanding how resistance to the
dominant narrative of cisnormativity, be it bold or ambiguous, shapes people’s experiences and
perceptions of their own identity.
Biography Work
Narrative discourse analysis has been under-employed in transgender studies. Its
utilization has proven valuable when examining the discourses gender-diverse people adopted to
construct and negotiate their identities. In the Identity Negotiation section, I touched on identity
politics among and between gender-diverse people and how social expectations of
transnormativity influenced them to construct binary conforming narratives of self. Some
gender-diverse individuals who did not adhere to traditional narratives of trans-ness engaged in
transnormative discourse about their own lives to maintain perceived legitimacy. Pairing
transgender standpoint epistemology with a biography work perspective (Gubrium, Holstein, and
Buckholdt 1994)- in which one's construction and negotiation of identity is the center of interestilluminates the nuances of identity formation and validation among gender-diverse individuals.
Biography work is a process that is facilitated by the construction of life narratives between the
interviewer and interviewee. The goal of this process is to capture the verbal management
strategies used by participants when constructing their past while attempting to produce a logical
and consistent account of present self. This study specifically takes aim at analyzing the ways in
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which gender-diverse people feel accountable to the production of consistent narratives that
mimic normative understandings of gender diversity to obtain a sense of legitimacy. The verbal
management strategies used in the production and performance of gender in caregiving
encounters illuminated the internal and external practices that influenced the ways one is allowed
to ‘do gender.’
According to Holstein and Gubrium (2007, p. 2), “The vocabularies learned and language
used by a particular group structures how their members conceive of reality.” How participants
described their gender was largely dependent on their knowledge of gender. It could be argued
that expanding one’s knowledge on gender gives one the tools necessary to assess their own
positionality regarding gender accountability and performance critically. One way in which
participants engaged ‘doing gender’ discourse was by both subscribing to and subverting gender
identity categories and labels. Gender, like other identity markers, has various meanings and
interpretations constructed through the observation of and participation in social interaction, and
the meanings we ascribe to gender vary over the life course, something several of the participants
acknowledged and embraced. The knowledge base participants had access to influenced how
they ‘did gender’ and whether or not they performed cisgender, binary transgender, or nonbinary gender.
All the participants invoked concepts of ‘doing gender’ as a form of biography work by
subscribing to normative attitudes about gender, resisting and criticizing these norms, or both.
These discourses acted as narrative resources for the interviewees to orient their
conceptualizations of individual and collective self-hood under the scrutiny of caregivers, ingroup members, and themselves. The following section engages West and Zimmerman’s work
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on gender accountability while also drawing on more contemporary applications of their
theoretical work to explain the discourses that arose during conversations with interviewees.
Doing Gender
West and Zimmerman asserted that to ‘do gender’ was to “engage in behavior at the risk
of gender assessment (1987:136).” Gender moves beyond socially or biologically prescribed
traits and exists as a distinct set of internal and external processes to the individual. They view
gender as “an emergent feature of social situations” in which it is a “situated doing carried out in
the virtual or real presence of others who are presumed to be oriented to its production (1987:
126).” People who accomplish gender are categorized as either men or women through this lens,
meaning that people are specifically ‘doing cisgender.’ In ‘doing cisgender,’ individuals are held
hostage to cisnormative institutions, where one’s sex and gender categorization is “sustained by
the socially required identificatory displays that proclaim one’s membership in one or the other
(male or female) category (1987:127).” Western conceptions of sex and gender often conflate the
two through an essentialist lens of prescriptive behaviors and attitudes that are biologically
driven and distinguishable between men and women. West and Zimmerman argue that “gender
depictions are less a consequence of our essential sexual natures than interactional portrayals of
what we would like to convey about sexual natures, using conventionalized gestures
(1987:130).” Categorization is social, and according to West and Zimmerman, does not rely on
“well-defined” criteria. While cisgender people are subjected to rigorous standards of gender
accountability and gatekeeping, it is much more prevalent for those who are gender-diverse. It
has been argued that gender-diverse people are presented with the unique dilemma of having to
‘do’ cisgender and transgender, each with their normative standards of conduct and presentation,
as well as their own rules about who can and cannot claim those identities.
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Catherine Connell (2010) coined the phrase ‘doing transgender,’ arguing that the term
“captures trans peoples unique management of situated conduct as they, with others, attempt to
make gendered sense of their discordance between sex and sex category” (2010:50). Under this
framework, one can both ‘do’ and ‘undo’ gender as they adhere to or resist normative gendered
behaviors (Johnson 2013). Connell’s work confronted how gender-diverse people are held
accountable to masculinity and femininity, but she does not confront transnormative standards in
negotiating transmasculinity and transfemininity (Johnson 2013). Johnson (2013) fills this gap in
knowledge by asserting that transfemininity and transmasculinity are “enforced by members of
the trans community and the gatekeeping communities that police transgender as a standalone
category” (2017:11). Helana Darwin (2017) takes this framework one step further by theorizing
that gender-diverse people must navigate between ‘doing binary transgender’ and ‘doing nonbinary transgender,’ each held to binary transnormative standards of conduct and presentation.
‘Doing binary transgender’ is no more straightforward than ‘doing non-binary transgender,’ and
those who ‘did binary transgender’ also found themselves in situations where they were ‘doing
cisgender.’
‘Transgender’ acts as its own gender category with established norms of accountability
that both overlap with and are distinct from cisnormative standards of accountability. In formal
and informal settings, transgender as a separate gender category is assessed based on normative
claims and narratives of trans-masculinity and trans-femininity (Johnson 2013). Gender is
expressed in diverse ways that may uphold gender normativity, reject it, do both, or neither. How
someone ‘does’ gender is predicated on the social context they find themselves in, which dictates
how one must ‘do cisgender’ or ‘do transgender.’ Catherine Connell (2010) stated that “doing
transgender captures trans peoples unique management of situated conduct as they, with others,
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attempt to make gendered sense of their discordance between sex and sex category (2010:50).”
The act of both ‘doing’ and ‘undoing’ gender occurs as people negotiate assimilation or
resistance. To ‘do transgender’ is to be held to cisnormative and transnormative claims of (trans)
masculinity and (trans) femininity, which have their standards and accepted social arrangements
that have different accountability structures within the gender-diverse community and caregiving
institutions. To ‘undo’ gender, according to Risman (2009), occurs when the “essentialism of
binary distinctions between people based on sex category is challenged (2009:83).” Undoing
gender, then, is to threaten the very fabric of our gendered institutions either through ambiguity
or rejection of adherence to a gender binary. Through the process of ‘undoing gender,’ a cultural
shift towards ‘redoing gender’ slowly occurs as we begin to challenge the associations between
sex and gender. Those who do not fit neatly into a gender binary fight to resist erasure either
through accountability to self or external entities, but many non-binary people must continue to
‘exploit the binary’ by strategically ‘doing binary transgender’ to achieve non-binary identity
(through access to resources).
‘Doing transgender’ varies by social context, with varying standards of accountability
present in encounters with cisgender people than with other gender-diverse people. One either
‘passes’ as cisgender or fails to accomplish that status and is thus subject to the application of
rigorous criteria where the act of categorization involves a ‘positive test’ (West and Zimmerman
1987). The accomplishment of transgender is contingent on the criteria enforced by various
structures of accountability in interactions, such as the ability to change one’s legal name or sex
demarcation or the ability of one to be considered ‘authentically’ transgender according to the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (Johnson 2013). The process of
authenticating one’s gender-diverse identity lies in one’s ability to formulate a specific identity
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narrative that closely aligns with a normative script of transgender experience and presentation,
which is typically categorized as ‘doing binary transgender.’ Failure to authenticate or
accomplish binary transgender in the context of medical care and caregiving institutions results
in loss of access to vital healthcare and community resources. Gender-diverse people are
expected to prove their authenticity by engaging formalized narratives of trans-ness, such as
narrating their experiences with gender dysphoria or having a well-accredited or established
history of gender incongruence with a desire to transition fully. When gender-diverse people are
subject to transnormative accountability structures, they internalize that stock of knowledge
which is then replicated in discourse between and among other gender-diverse people. According
to Johnson (2013), “meaningful others within trans communities, such as doctors, therapists, or
more experienced trans people, offer narratives of the trans self that model community
sanctioned beliefs about gender over the life-course (2013:14).” In other words, the affirmation
of the individual lies in community meaning and policing of a collective identity that is
authenticated or de-authenticated contingent on its agreeance with the collectives’ established
norms. These narratives of authenticity, or of ‘doing transgender,’ act as a tool for community
inclusion and exclusion based on the external assessment of identity narratives as well as the
pressure to police one’s narrative of assimilation or resistance for the sake of ‘being trans
enough.’ In the context of this study, how and when one decides to ‘do cisgender’ (go stealth) or
‘do transgender’ was a highly malleable process, with many participants noting that their
conceptualizations of self did not match the social performative scripts they had to adhere to in
caregiving settings. Indeed, ‘doing binary transgender’ versus ‘doing non-binary transgender’
often dictated the quality of care the participants received.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I asserted that engaging transgender standpoint epistemology combined
with a biographical work perspective to analyze participants life-history interviews served as
invaluable tools to gain precious insight into the lived experiences of gender-diverse people. I
then explored theoretical concepts of ‘doing gender’ by assessing the motivations behind one’s
decision to ‘do cisgender’ by going stealth or to ‘do binary or non-binary transgender’, all of
which participants simultaneously conformed to and resisted when talking about their identity
negotiation within themselves and in caregiving settings. In the next section, I discuss the
methods utilized in this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
For this study, I conducted 21 one on one interviews over zoom with gender-diverse
people. To qualify for the study, participants had to be 18+ years old and self-identify as
transgender and/or gender-diverse, which included all non-binary, genderqueer, and agender
identities. The participants co-constructed their biographies with me while narrating their
identities and experiences with healthcare. This chapter will discuss the sample, the interview,
the safety precautions, and the analysis.
The Sample
The majority of studies on gender-diversity and healthcare experiences, be they
quantitative or qualitative, often focused on ‘binary’ transgender identities, that is, exclusively
trans men or trans women. Those studies left very little room for ambiguity or fluidity and were
conducted through a cisgender medical lens, with the target audience being other cisgender
medical professionals. Until recently, the work of gender-diverse scholars in this field was
overlooked and undervalued, but the focus is slowly beginning to shift towards emphasizing
gender-diverse voices and experiences (Kronk 2021; Pearce 2018; Vincent 2018). Much of the
current literature focuses on doctor-patient encounters, without analyzing how gender-diverse
people conceptualized their own identities within and external to these encounters. Previous
attempts to humanize gender-diverse people have fallen short because they did not explore the
complexities of their identity or humanity. This project was not limited demographically to
encourage higher rates of participation.
At the beginning of the interviews, participants were asked to define their gender identity,
sexuality, pronouns, race and/or ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and whether or not they
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identified as having any disabilities or neuro-divergences they wanted to share. These questions
were open-ended so that participants could freely define themselves however they felt
appropriate. For gender identity and sexual orientation, several participants used more than one
identity label to capture the nuances of their gender and sexuality. To maintain the integrity and
autonomy of these identities, I have avoided oversimplifying these terms. I will, however,
explore each category in detail below.
Though not fully intended but enthusiastically embraced, most of the participants were
non-binary, accounting for 71% (n=15) of respondents. Most of those who identified as nonbinary also used other gender identity labels, such as agender, genderqueer, trans masculine, and
transgender. The remaining 28.5% (n=6) of participants were binary transgender, meaning they
were exclusively men or women. All respondents self-identified as LGBTQ+, with 67% (n=14)
identifying as bisexual/pansexual, 14.2% (n=3) identifying as queer, 14.2% (n=3) identifying as
asexual, and 5% (n=1) identifying as lesbian. The average age of participants was 27, with the
age range was between 20-48 years old.
White respondents constituted the majority at 76% (n=16), with Black respondents
making up 9.5% (n=2) of the participant pool and Chinese (n=1), Southeast Asian (n=1), and
Latinx (n=1) each making up 5%. In addition, the socioeconomic status of participants varied,
with 9.5% (n=2) identifying as upper-middle-class, 33% (n=7) identifying as middle-class,
28.5% (n=6) and lower-middle-class accounting for 24% (n=5). And finally, 71% of participants
self-identified as being either neurodivergent or having a mental illness.
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Interview Procedures
For the health and well-being of the participants and myself, I conducted lifehistory interviews over Zoom. While COVID-19 was an obvious risk, accidentally being “outed”
while navigating a public space also warranted caution. Utilizing Zoom made interviewing more
accessible to respondents worldwide, which helped broaden an already small and hard-to-reach
candidate pool.
Recruitment
For recruitment, I used social media platforms such as Facebook, Reddit, Twitter, and
Instagram, as well as asking personal contacts such as professors, local non-profit organizations,
and members of my cohort to circulate the recruitment flyer (Appendix B). I had connections
with people in the gender-diverse community across all the online platforms listed above, so I
posted the flyer to my social media accounts and asked people and organizations with more
significant followings to post the flyer on their pages. Of the online platforms utilized, Facebook
yielded the most results as I had more personal social ties to gender-diverse people through this
platform, so as a result many participants were recruited from Facebook groups and
organizations dedicated explicitly to trans and gender-diverse topics. The second most successful
online recruitment strategy was Twitter, where several gender-diverse scholars shared my flyer
with their followers and circulated it among their cohort. Reddit and Instagram also yielded
results, with the flyer being posted to Sub-reddits that revolved around trans and gender-diverse
topics and on my main Instagram page that was circulated on my follower’s feeds. Through
social media posts containing the flyer, I made potential participants aware of my transgender
status and emphasized the importance of recruiting gender-diverse people of color for my
research. Professors, personal friends, and cohort members, as well as this study’s attending
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psychiatrist, circulated the flyer on social media platforms and through direct e-mail messages to
other contacts requesting that the flyer be shared with their networks. The flyer was posted
multiple times through all mediums throughout the recruitment process. These strategies led to a
“snowball effect,” which was necessary to recruit a marginalized population.
Once the flyer was in circulation, interested participants e-mailed me about joining the
study. I informed my respondents that by participating in the recorded interview, they agreed to
the terms of the consent document but would be asked for verbal consent at the beginning of the
interview. I requested that the signature be waivered for informed consent to protect the study
participants’ confidentiality and privacy. If participants requested a copy of
the interview questionnaire (Appendix E), they were e-mailed a copy ahead of the interview. I
informed them that instead of a signed consent form, they would verbally consent to
participate in the research during the recording of the interview. All interviewees were sent a link
to the appointment scheduling app, Calendly. Once they booked their appointments, they were
sent individualized Zoom links via e-mail, and I contacted interviewees 1 to 2 hours before the
scheduled interview.
The Interview
At the beginning of the interview, we engaged in small talk, and any questions they had
were answered. Before we officially began the interview process, I asked each participant if they
had read over the informed consent form, and for confirmation that they agreed to the terms
listed, and for their consent to audio-record the interview. After respondents agreed, I asked them
to choose a pseudonym for the study to ensure that their identity was anonymous. Most
participants were happy to give pseudonyms, while others had become attached to their chosen
names and asked me to choose a pseudonym for them. In these instances, I asked whether they
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preferred a feminine, masculine, or gender-neutral name. Participants were made aware that
notes would be taken during the interview and that the semi-structured flow of the discussion
meant that some of the interview guide (Appendix E) questions would be organically answered
as we engaged in dialogue, thus I may not ask all of them.
To begin the interview, participants were asked demographic questions from the cover
sheet (Appendix D), including pseudonyms, pronouns, gender identity, age, and race. I then
conducted a semi-structured interview using the interview guide. Once we were finished, I began
conducting a semi-structured interview by first asking about the participant's journey with gender
identity. The first few questions were: Would you be willing to tell me the story of your life? At
what point did you begin to suspect you were not cisgender? What clued you into that reality?
What does being transgender/ gender-diverse mean to you? We then moved on to participants’
experiences interfacing with care providers by exploring whether or not they were ‘out’ to their
providers, how their experiences were prior to the realization that they were gender-diverse
compared to their experiences at present, as well as asking them to recall positive, negative, and
neutral experiences.
To conclude the interview, I asked participants what they wished caregivers knew, what
advice they would give to others questioning their gender identity, and what their goals were
over the next few years. Participants were reminded that they were not obligated to answer any
questions that made them uncomfortable and that specific information could be omitted from the
final transcript. The average interview lasted 1 hour and 28 minutes, the longest being three and
a half hours and the shortest at 35 minutes.
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Safety Precautions
Participant safety was of paramount importance in this study, and extra steps were taken
to ensure the anonymity of all the respondents. Interviewees were informed that their personal
information was completely confidential and that only their pseudonyms would be used in the
thesis. I made sure participants were aware that they could interview without video or use the
chat function in Zoom if they had reservations about face-to-face video calls. I also made
participants aware that they could end the interview at any time or interrupt to take breaks or ask
questions as they pleased. All but two participants chose a video interview. The two who did not
choose a video interview were comfortable carrying on a conversation through Zoom audio.
Analytic Procedures
Each interview was transcribed using a secure AI transcription app called Otter. Each
recording was labeled with the corresponding pseudonym, as well as the date of the interview.
Once the Otter app finished transcribing the interviews, I revised some of the app's errors by
listening to the interview and comparing it with the AI transcription. Once the transcriptions
were completed, all audio recordings were deleted from Otter, and the transcriptions were moved
to an encrypted thumb drive where they will be kept for three years and then destroyed.
Two phases of coding were completed using Atlas TI software to organize themes.
During the first coding phase, I explored emerging themes related to identity formation,
caregiving encounters, and Transnormativity. In the second coding phase, I identified underlying
themes of pathology, ‘doing gender,’ sexuality and stigma, and explored the relationships
between core and dominant themes among participants. In the process of identifying relevant
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themes, I was in regular contact with my committee chair, Dr. Rambo. Through this dialogue, I
narrowed my focus and fine-tuned the varying categories present in the data.
Conclusion
In the process of conducting open-ended life history interviews with participants
regarding their journeys with gender and their experiences interfacing with care providers, I
found that participants engaged in biographical work, as well as ‘doing gender’ frameworks to
describe their experiences resisting or adhering to transnormative narratives both themselves and
in caregiving institutions. How they viewed their true selves were often at odds with how they
presented themselves in caregiving contexts. Many participants felt they had to present a
homogenized narrative of trans-ness to get the care they needed. The differences between binary
and non-binary transgender participants' willingness and ability to ‘do transgender’ in varying
contexts were notable. As participants recalled interacting with providers, themes of alienation,
stigma, discrimination, cisnormativity and transnormativity emerged. Themes of unity,
authenticity, and liberation from the gender binary occurred when participants spoke about their
view of their gender and the broader gender-diverse community.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS: DIMENSIONS OF DOING GENDER
Gender-diversity expands beyond one’s conceptualization of self. It is a series of
conscious and unconscious processes across space and time with various meanings and
interpretations. When gender-diverse people openly embrace their identities, they engage in the
act of cultivating personal and social well-being. Part of how one ‘embraces’ their identity lies in
the policing (or resistance) of prescriptive norms of ‘being’ or ‘doing’ transgender. Genderdiverse people are constantly in the process of ‘doing gender,’ and how they do gender is reliant
on the social contexts they find themselves in. Transgender is regarded as its own gender
category that is held accountable to a set of socially agreed-upon standards in both formal and
informal settings (Johnson 2013). Participants engaged in various discourses individually and
collectively by challenging stereotypes and misconceptions about trans-ness and reframing
identity narratives as they explored their conceptualizations of self in relation to gender,
sexuality, neurodiversity, and caregiving institutions.
Participants made a conscious effort to reframe how they were defined by embracing and
resisting labels while also acknowledging that labels are an arbitrary means of gaining a sense of
legitimacy and community belonging. A total of 8 gender descriptors were cited in this study:
non-binary, demi-boy, agender, genderqueer, transmasculine, transgender man, transgender
woman, and transgender. Some participants used one descriptor, typically those identified as
binary transgender, while the majority used multiple descriptors. How each person came to
identify with these descriptors varied greatly across interviewees. I found that even among those
who had a solidified gender descriptor, most participants described experiences with feelings of
gender ambiguity at some point over the life course. How participants felt about their gender
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ambiguity varied, with participants citing distress, relief, confusion, or apathy. This was partly
mediated by the demands of ‘doing cisgender,’ as well as ‘doing transgender’ and the variations
that lie therein. A common theme among interviews was a collective self-consciousness that
arose when one was expected to ‘do gender.’ Almost all participants reported feelings of
inauthenticity that occurred surrounding their ability to ‘do gender’ correctly, mainly within the
context of how to appropriately ‘do transgender,’ which was primarily influenced by binarist
transnormative discourses surrounding one’s ability to ‘pass’ or desire to seek out medical
transition. In this chapter, I continue to familiarize the reader with the diverse array of identities
that gender-diverse people utilized in their self-narratives, as well as the competing narratives of
‘doing transgender’ they felt accountable to. First, in ‘Who We Can Be,’ I analyze the
similarities and differences between how binary transgender and non-binary participants ‘do
transgender.’ Then, in 'Peeling Back the Layers,' I examine how one’s sexual orientation
influences the study participants' perceptions and expressions of their gender identity. Following
that, I discuss participants' experiences with mental illness and neurodivergence and the
intersection of these discourses with descriptions of gender identity. In doing so, I challenge the
pathology paradigm that paints gender-diversity narratives as perverse or abnormal.
WHO WE CAN BE?
To fully appreciate transnormativity’s pervasive presence in identity negotiations and the
consequences for caregiving interactions, we must first understand accounts of the lived
experience of ‘being’ or ‘doing’ transgender/gender-diverse. To capture the nuance of diverse
perspectives, we must defer to gender-diverse people as the ultimate authorities of their own
experiences by uplifting their narratives and understanding that there is no one ‘true’ way to be
gender-diverse. Being gender-diverse is a series of heterogeneous processes in that the goal posts
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are constantly shifting. A clear ‘beginning’ or ‘end’ is not always present in gender-diverse
narratives, and narratives of self are constantly evolving alongside language and socio-cultural
expectations and understandings of gender identity. Some people have always thought of
themselves as being ‘out,’ while many non-binary people see coming out as a constant and
never-ending process because the burden of authenticating and educating others about nonbinary identities rests solely on them. Being transgender or gender-diverse is not being a ‘thing’,
it is ‘doing’ and ‘experiencing,’ and many of the participants found themselves in a perpetual
state of transition. They not only made peace with that reality, but they also embraced it. This
realization was present in all participant narratives, though it manifested in different ways.
All participants utilized ‘doing gender’ discourses when assessing structural, personal,
and interpersonal boundaries of gender identification and performance. In their recollections,
they narrated unique journeys of gender self-discovery, which fell into three broad categories:
doing cisgender, doing transgender, and doing non-binary/undoing gender. Through the act of
‘doing’ gender, participants found themselves both performing and resisting transnormative
discourses. They simultaneously held themselves to impossible standards while encouraging
other gender-diverse people to denounce those standards. While reflecting on their sometimes
contradictory self-narratives, several participants expressed fears of being labeled an imposter at
various points throughout their life history. Through past or current experiences, almost all
participants struggled with self-conscious narratives of ‘doing transgender’ wrong. Most
participants felt trapped between a series of all-or-nothing dichotomies, such as ‘doing
cisgender’ versus ‘doing transgender,’ who they saw themselves to be versus who people
expected them to be, and the salience of competing stigmatized identities. Even though they
knew gender to be abstract in its conceptions and implications, they felt as though they were
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required to have a strong sense of self and gender identity that was unwavering. ‘Doing
transgender’ automatically defaulted to ‘doing binary transgender,’ which, in many instances,
erased the diverse array of experiences and identities that were possible in the gender-diverse
community. The following section explores how binary and non-binary transgender people
engage in ‘doing transgender.’ Both draw on similar discourses to accomplish different goals.
Doing Binary Transgender
Gender-diverse people navigate respectability politics within the gender-diverse
community while facing normative judgments about trans validity within the context of the
binary/non-binary dichotomy. Enforcing these dichotomies is harmful and antithetical to gender
liberation, often pitting gender-diverse people against one another over claims of who is and is
not trans enough, thus conforming to and reproducing cisnormativity. However, to deny that
binary and non-binary trans people have unique experiences that are specific to how they ‘do
gender’ and more specifically ‘do transgender,’ especially in regards to their navigation of cissexist and binarist institutions, would be disingenuous and ultimately result in the erasure of
diverse narratives. This section explores how both binary transgender and non-binary
participants drew on ‘doing binary transgender’ discourses when talking about their journey
towards self-actualization.
Six participants in this study self-identified as being ‘binary’ transgender, meaning they
identified exclusively as men or women. The rest were ‘non-binary,’ either using it as a single
signifier, identifying as having multiple genders, or as having no gender identity. The path to
these realizations was quite different for everyone. Some participants realized they were genderdiverse at a young age, and others did not make that discovery until later in life. In either
instance, neither path was clear cut as many of those who had suspicions (or realizations) in
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childhood opted to repress those feelings until adulthood. Those who identified as being binary
transgender described being more ‘fixed’ in their gender identity, meaning that they currently
were not questioning their gender and adhered to binary gender performance and accountability.
However, this sense of security had not always been present for everyone, and some went
through periods of gender ambiguity before settling for a binary gender. The following
participants told stories that represent three possible ways that binary trans people accounted for
doing gender ambiguity before settling on a binary identity: lack of information, not measuring
up, and doing unambiguous gender.
Doing ambiguity: Lack of information.
For Magic Rabbit, a white trans-woman, her journey was marked by cultural barriers that
limited her ability to question or explore her gender identity. She grew up in the United Kingdom
and knew at a very young age that she was not content with the gender stereotypes she was
forced to adhere to, often finding herself more comfortable in the presence of girls and distancing
herself from the stereotypical ‘boy’ activities. She spoke of ‘buried incidences’ that she had not
recognized until this stage of her life as being tied to her discontent with her assigned gender at
birth. She experienced a ‘deep wave of depression’ in her puberty years, noting self-harming and
a few suicide attempts during that time period. Her saving grace was British stand-up comedian
Eddie Izzard, who now identifies as gender-fluid and uses she/her pronouns. She recalls: “At the
time, she only identified as a cross-dresser. Now she identifies as trans, she was my hero. I loved
her and her confidence”. Magic Rabbit drifted into the goth community, which acted as a sort of
‘social excuse’ for wearing makeup and presenting as more feminine. She presented a more
ambiguously gendered self that allowed her to explore her femininity and retreat in times of
uncertainty or fear. She recalled subverting her true gender for many years and eventually came
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out at the age of 45 in January of 2020. For her, lack of exposure to other trans people
constrained the possibility of coming out sooner: “I never knew anyone who was trans. I didn’t
know what trans was, which is why I’m a big supporter of things like representation because I
[might have transitioned] much earlier, and that would have overall meant so much happiness to
me personally.”
Doing ambiguity: Not measuring up.
Ruby, a white trans-woman, described a journey with gender ambiguity as well, but she
initially framed it as an instance of misattribution. She realized that she was trans in 2018 but
struggled to validate that identity initially because she attributed her issue to sexual orientation,
not gender identity:
My brain said ‘yeah, but you don’t have any real connection to gender, it doesn’t mean
anything to you, you don’t follow the norms, you don’t follow the roles. You’re gay, and
that’s effectively completely meaningless to you. Shut up about gender, please shut up
about gender.’
At that point in her life, she relied on transnormative narratives to guide her
understanding of what it meant to be transgender while also battling internalized transphobia that
convinced her that she might just be ‘gay.’ She recalled during that time that being trans meant
having a solid understanding of one’s own gender identity with no in-between. She defined being
in the ‘questioning phase’ as automatic grounds for rejecting her tans status. She described
easing into doing trans, citing a few stages of being ‘in-between.’ She suspected that she
identified with multiple genders, opting to try multiple pronouns to see which ones felt right to
her. For years she identified as non-binary and made a conscious effort to avoid exploring the
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feminine aspects of her identity. Ruby was afraid that she would not be able to ‘do’ transgender
correctly, stating that “I didn't think that I would ever pass or be valid as a trans-woman” because
she was self-conscious about “body hair, facial dimensions, and features.” The fear of
anticipatory shame and trauma she felt was tied to the transnormative narratives of ‘doing
transgender’ that she had internalized, where binary transgender people are expected to pass fully
and subsequently ‘do cisgender.’ Ruby lamented that she “was very traumatized” by her “lack of
desire to be a trans-woman, which was grossly rooted in massive, internalized transphobia.” She
imagined the gender spectrum as a gradient, initially thinking she fell somewhere in the middle
but later realized she was more closely woman aligned. For Ruby, when she “cracked” her gay
“egg,” she was not aware that another egg was nestled inside. She described it as a “Russian
nesting doll from hell made up of gender and sexual diversity.” She decided to take a chance and
enforced she/her pronouns, and once she realized that the validity of her identity claim was not
contingent on her past narratives or her ability to pass, she felt a great deal of peace.
It was very eye-opening for me to go, ‘oh, my validity is not based on my ability to pass,’
which is a heavy part of the message that we have to adapt. You’re valid, and you’re
trans from the moment you say you’re trans. You hold onto that validity. Whatever you
decide to do with your transition, that’s yours to do with as you want.
Doing unambiguous gender.
Some participants like Mr. Black, a white trans man, did not go through a period of
gender ambiguity:
5 or 6 years ago, I was 43 and I believe at the time, just all of a sudden it hit me. I came
up to my wife and I went, ‘I think I might be transgender,’ and she said, ‘Yeah, that
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makes sense.’ After that, I’m very binary, and I went from being perceived and living as a
female to male, and as soon as I honored that knowledge . . . ‘I am a man trying to live a
woman’s life,’ everything just kind of fell into place and everything (transitioning) was
very quick.
Mr. Black had spent a large portion of his life self-identifying as a lesbian, but he began
to question his gender identity, which led him to the realization that he was a man. His transition
started almost as soon as he came out to his wife, who embraced his new set of labels and now
he self-identifies as straight. His co-workers were equally accepting, sending him congratulatory
emails when he decided to come out at his workplace. For Mr. Black, he went from ‘doing
cisgender’ to ‘doing binary transgender,’ and now has the option of either ‘doing cisgender’ or
‘doing transgender’ as someone who passes as a cisgender man but could choose to disclose their
trans status.
Doing Non-Binary (trans)Gender: Am I Trans Enough?
At the beginning of this chapter, I stated that the expectations for ‘doing binary
transgender’ and ‘doing non-binary transgender’ differed in notable ways, with binary
transgender serving as the default for ‘doing transgender.’
The cisgender and transnormative models of ‘doing gender,’ placed the authenticity of
non-binary identities in question. Some non-binary people were hesitant to adopt the transgender
label, not believing themselves to be ‘trans enough’ because binary transnormative accounts of
the trans experience did not allow for gender-diversity. Non-binary participants often described
their journeys towards realizing gender-diverse identities as non-linear and sometimes ongoing.
How they performed accountability to gender (West and Zimmerman 1987) varied depending on
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social context and their locations on the timelines they were constructing. Helana Darwin stated
that “doing gender becomes compulsory; individuals are always accountable to socially
constructed understandings of masculinity and femininity, even when they deviate from them”
(2017, p. 3). But some scholars believe that gender can be undone when challenged (Risman
2009) or redone as less restrictive (West and Zimmerman 2009). For non-binary study
participants, ‘doing non-binary’ meant doing and undoing gender by navigating time and shifting
social contexts. It meant ‘doing placeholders,’ ‘undoing gender’ in various ways and ‘doing
intersex.’
Doing placeholders: When no gender fits.
It was not unusual for non-binary participants to have a loose understanding of their
gender identity, using specific labels as ‘placeholders’ as they continued on the journey of
understanding themselves. Others used multiple gender identity labels because one was not
sufficient to capture the nuances of their identity. For example, Felix, a white and non-binary
demi-boy, relayed his feelings about the complexities of gender and internalized
transnormativity:
Even with the gender labels that I gave you, I think I said non-binary and demi-boy.
Those still don’t feel right to me. You know, I do identify as trans and everything. But
those are still… I almost feel like the word for me doesn’t exist yet. And it might never
exist. I think it’s just a weird box to fit in. And I was even hesitant, like, do I do this
interview because I was like, am I trans enough for this?
In this scenario, ‘trans’ does not feel open enough to Felix, who does not feel their gender
can be defined. Felix is veering towards the ‘redoing’ of gender by insisting that conventional
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categorizations of gender are not wholly applicable to him but maintains that he is a variation of
trans. Through the act of redoing, he is both adopting and challenging the transgender label as he
navigates internalized authenticity narratives.
This was common throughout the interview process, and was most notable in the initial emails I received. People started their e-mails with statements such as “I don’t know if I’m what
you’re looking for...” or “I’m still questioning, is that okay?” demonstrating that many were
battling with binarist notions of ‘doing transgender.’ Some prospective participants may have
been fully prepared to have their identities negated by a total stranger. According to Moon
(2012), “fear in stigmatized groups of narratives being too open and risking collapse, results in
stricter definitions and boundaries.” Those who viewed their gender as ambiguous were often
discredited as not being truly ‘trans,’ and in some instances referred to as ‘trans-trenders’ or
imposters.
Undoing gender: Doing gender fluidity.
Some participants like Kai, who is Chinese American, non-binary and agender, owned
their ambiguity by foregoing confinement to any identity or set of identities:
I don’t really know what I identify as, outside of knowing I strongly dislike being
physically female a good chunk of the time but would still be happy to have the ability to
shapeshift into any sex/non-sexedness I like whenever I like.
Kai opted to ‘undo gender’ through ambiguity and did not appreciate being held hostage
to labels in their day-to-day encounters, stating that being gender-diverse usually did not illicit
much thought until their identity was erased in social interactions.
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Me being gender-diverse doesn’t feel like it actively affects me that deeply once I’ve got
the basic presentation and social interaction details down. It indirectly leads to a lot of
resentment for the fact that gender stereotypes/roles exist and that most people assume
cis-ness by default. I think I still act in ways that most people assume I’m a cis-female see
as fitting that assumption, but I get especially pissed about them making that assumption.
Living in a liberal city allowed them to be more expressive with their identity, and they
took pride in their ability to present ambiguously but still felt the sting of invalidation that came
with being assumed cisgender. Ambiguity often comes at a cost, and the cost is typically a deauthentication or erasure of their claimed identity in favor of universal labels that are easily
categorizable. Kai, along with other AFAB non-binary people, complained that many people
regarded non-binary identity as being ‘woman lite, or a ‘convenient escape’ from womanhood.
Undoing gender: Evading the box.
River, who is black, trans masculine, and gender non-conforming, emphasized the
arbitrary nature of labels and criticized our tendency to limit ourselves to rigid binary categories
of being. For him, much like Ruby, to ‘do transgender’ is to simply be transgender, and one need
not feel accountable to any gender category or the performative criteria socially prescribed to
those categories. He spoke about internally validating his own identity as someone who is trans
masculine by refusing to hold himself accountable to dominant narratives surrounding trans
masculinity and the liberation that comes from that:
In a lot of ways, it is empowering to have autonomy over your body. I think sometimes
people, we need to be like, don't step out of one box, just to push open another like, allow
yourself to be free. Whatever your expression is and however that was for you, is the way
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that you should go about it like, what's the point of being like ‘fuck the binary,’ and then
like also trapping yourself in a binary.
West and Zimmerman (1987) theorized that gender accountability was a three-part
system, where one was accountable to themselves, others, and society. River was redoing his
gender by undoing gender, effectively relieving accountability to himself by removing social
boundaries tied to his gender identity. River told me that shortly after coming out as non-binary,
he realized he was also trans masculine. He was hesitant to come out as trans masculine because
his non-binary identity had not been taken seriously as an AFAB person. He theorized that his
identity was ignored because he had not opted to medically transition and felt he would have to
‘prove’ himself by more closely aligning with the binary opposite of his gender assigned at birth.
Despite his past struggles with transnormativity, where he struggled with figuring out how to
‘do’ being gender non-conforming and transmasculine, he rejected binary accountability within
the context of ‘doing non-binary.’
Doing Intersex: Redefining non-binary.
Cactus who identified as white, trans masculine, non-binary, transgender, and intersex,
has a unique experience. From early childhood, they always had a sense that they were
‘different’ from other people. They had expressed in their younger years a desire to be a boy but
were not taken seriously and discarded their feelings because “they didn’t translate into anything
that was available to me.” This resonates with binary trans participants, discussed earlier, who
described doing ambiguity due to a lack of information. In the process of exploring their
sexuality and gender identity, they realized they were also intersex:
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I have spent the last four years trying to figure out what I need out of being trans, like,
how do I need people to treat me? How do I want to express myself? What kinds of
transition do I want or need? And I think that's an ongoing process…
I started learning a lot more about intersex variations in humans, and I was diagnosed
with a hormonal condition in 2014 that's generally not considered intersex. I started
questioning... ‘why is this not considered intersex’... So, in 2014 I was like, you know I
think I also need to identify as intersex, and that's given me a better language to describe
my life experience and my current experience and also connected me with some really
awesome communities where I've met people who understand my experience in ways that
no one else has been able to.
Despite the medical gatekeeping that comes with the term intersex, adopting this label
has helped them make sense of their experiences and connected them to various social support
systems they otherwise may not have had access to. However, being intersex did complicate their
relationship with the trans community because they felt they existed in a “weird sex and gender
limbo.” When they started to make physical changes to their presentation and to allow their
facial hair to grow naturally, it “felt like a very important part of transitioning for me because it
does affect how people perceive me, and it affects my sense of self and also my sense of
belonging and not belonging within the trans community because a lot of people have been like
‘so how long have you been on T[estosterone] ?’ It’s just interesting because that’s sort of seen
as a marker of something specific in the trans community.” When other trans people engaged
with them, they assumed that they shared the same self-definitions and narrative, but in reality,
they were positioned at two different standpoints. Cactus is not undergoing HRT because they
have hyperandrogenism and do not feel that HRT is necessary for them to present comfortably.
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Cactus was stuck between ‘doing binary transgender’ and ‘doing non-binary transgender,’
whereas their identity more closely aligned with non-binary, but they were being held
accountable to the gender binary through their interactions with other transgender people. This
put them in a precarious position as someone who is non-binary, intersex, and trans, and they
offered this valuable perspective:
I guess I feel more connection in some ways to people who have not medically
transitioned because I haven’t medically transitioned and because all of those things are
still really hard for me. I sort of live in this in between space, and people who leave that,
I no longer have that shared with. Even though many trans people do not transition for a
variety of reasons, and I don't think you have to transition. I don't think it makes people
better or different or more trans, it is very socially rewarded within trans communities,
and it's sort of the predominant narrative, and a lot of people just don't believe you until
you prove it by transitioning. So I guess I don't feel a full sense of belonging in that
community for a variety of reasons but partially because there's this sort of assumed
shared transition narrative that people have done, or are aspiring to do. And even if I
were to do that I would be starting from a different place.
They call out cis-sexist and binarist transnormative standards by asserting that passing
and medical transition are not pre-requisites for anyone to ‘be’ or ‘do transgender.’ Their lack of
adherence to the dominant narrative of transitioning threatens their legitimacy in the transgender
community, which results in them feeling alienated and invalidated. As Cactus points out, even if
they decided to medically transition, they would be ‘starting from a different place’ because they
are intersex. In this sense, ‘doing binary transgender’ was a source of contention because it
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erased both their non-binary and intersex identity, while ‘doing non-binary transgender’ allowed
them to maintain their status a trans person while also ‘doing’ intersex.
As a society, we are beginning to see a shift in gender discourse, particularly the
deconstruction of the binary/non-binary dichotomy that plagues the gender-diverse community.
‘Binary’ trans people are held to impossible standards and then deemed not binary enough by
failing to pass (Goffman 1963), while ‘non-binary’ trans people are not doing ‘transgender’
correctly by not assimilating to a cis understanding of gender. Because of this commitment to
integration and cis-normative cultural standards, many gender-diverse people are stuck in a
perpetual state of not being ‘enough.’
PEELING BACK THE LAYERS
Identity negotiation is not always predictable, and identity itself is not always fixed. Once
one reaches an understanding about their identity, they are not necessarily obligated to stay with
or perform the identity. For instance, one’s understanding or acceptance of gender identity may
be mediated or influenced by other identity processes. By this, I do not mean that one’s gender
identity has a causal origin. In the case of participants, navigating other stigmatized and often
pathologized identities in tandem with their internalized sense of gender, hindered and facilitated
their acceptance of their gender identities and how or whether they ‘did transgender.’ In this
section, I will discuss the impact of intersecting stigmatized identities concerning gendered
definitions of self. First, I explored the effect that queerness, or non-heterosexuality, had on
participants' experiences navigating and questioning gender identity. Next, I discuss participants'
experiences with identifying as mentally ill and/or neurodivergent. Finally, I delve into the
various intersections of all three and gender identity.
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The Chicken or the Egg?: Doing Sexual and Gender Diversity
Many participants talked about their gender and sexuality in tandem, with one revelation
preceding the other. None of the participants identified as explicitly straight, and only two
identified as “straight-ish” and pansexual. This bestows another proverbial bullseye on the backs
of trans people, presenting an additional crossroads at the intersections of gender, race, and
social class. Sexuality is, in some medical settings, still pathologized to a degree that is
dangerous for queer-identified people. Most participants held multiple stigmatized labels that
they had internalized as a means of coping and survival. To be queer is, inherently, a form of
resistance to the constraints of hetero and cisnormativity, and that resistance does not always go
unnoticed in medical settings. In this section, I discuss how the participants came to understand
their gender through their sexuality and vice versa.
“I think the sexuality stuff was a lot easier than the gender stuff.” Rasmin, who is
bisexual, agender, and Southeast Asian, came to terms with their gender in college, where they
were surrounded by other LGBT+ people and able to have critical discussions about gender and
sexuality. Accessing that knowledge base acted as a catalyst for their self-exploration. Once they
began questioning their sexuality, they found that ‘bisexual’ most accurately captured their
romantic and sexual preferences. Once they were out as bisexual, they became more open to
exploring their gender identity. Coming out as agender and non-binary was a rocky process
because they felt it required more pre-requisites regarding physical presentation than coming out
as bisexual did. In Rasmin’s experience, it was “… not figuring out what I am, but like what that
means” that presented the most problems in terms of what they wanted to do and how they
wanted to bring themselves in alignment with their gender identity or if that was even necessary
for them to move through the world. It could easily be argued that there are ‘appropriate’ and
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‘inappropriate’ ways to ‘do’ bisexual, with bisexuality still being policed and de-legitimated by
communities internal and external to the LGBT+ community. Rasmin still felt as though more
was at stake with the act of ‘doing’ agender, or ‘undoing gender,’ because there is no hard and
fast rule on how to undo gender. Some would say that to undo gender completely would not only
mean that the agender person is void of gender both internally and externally, but that others
would have to validate that claim for it to be a reality. Of course, none of these are pre-requisites
for being agender, but ‘doing agender’ is still held to the same standards as ‘doing binary
transgender’ or ‘doing non-binary transgender’ in the sense that it is still beholden to
transnormative narratives of medical transition and gender dysphoria. Being a first-generation
child to southeast Asian Indian immigrant parents who are supportive of their identity but
opposed to medically transitioning, Rasmin carefully weighs their options. Still, they are content
with where they are now.
Kudzu, who lives at the intersections of being Black, bisexual, trans masculine and nonbinary, talks about his journey with identity:
When I was 18, I realized that I liked girls and stuff like that. I think like exploring my
sexuality and becoming part of a queer community sort of gave me permission to not
have to buy into beauty standards and all of that. And I think that kind of evolved into a
gender journey because I was exploring my masculinity more.
He continues:
I feel like I also have spent some time trying to unravel like “am I a trans man’, or am I
like non-binary? What is the difference to me?” So, I don’t know I think being non-binary
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to me is like giving myself permission to embrace masculinity, femininity like anything
beyond that and just be okay with it.
Becoming immersed in the queer community opened his mind to the possibility of the
queering of various identities, including his gender. Kudzu uses he/him pronouns but does not
place restrictions on his gender identity. His access to this new stock of knowledge, namely
gender liberation, allowed him to embrace his masculinity in ways that may not have been
possible before, and this was made possible by a sense of community, belonging, and
understanding. In many ways, the non-binary label acts as a placeholder to embrace many facets
of his identity. By adopting this label, he frees himself from gender accountability by allowing
himself to be more fluid in his presentation and his understanding of himself. Instead of being
stuck between two binaries (am I this or am I that?), he leaves room for further exploration
through an internal sense of ‘redoing gender.’
Arlo, who is white and genderqueer, expressed similar sentiments when talking about
being genderqueer and asexual. High School was their first exposure to the idea that “you could
be something other than cis” and that “you don’t have to be a boy or a girl.” They repressed their
feelings about their gender identity until college because their parents had instilled in them a
narrow narrative of being transgender, simplifying it as “someone who was born X gender and is
now Y gender.” To Arlo, this construct was “a very otherizing idea” about what it means to be
trans, and they initially did not feel any connection with the label.
I think in terms of when I first started actually using the words to describe myself that
way, that would have been in college because college was the first place where it felt like
I was allowed to say that I wasn't cis … college was really the first place where I found
out that it was acceptable to be gender non-conforming or genderqueer and not have to
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explain it to anyone [or] defend it in any way. I think it was more of a process of
discovering what it meant for other people to feel safe because I have always felt the
same way about my gender, my whole life … the easiest way to explain it is that it doesn’t
really exist.
They did not initially feel they met the ‘requirements’ necessary to identify as
genderqueer or non-binary because their internal narrative did not align with the cultural and
institutional narrative they were using as a frame of reference. Their point of reference was
‘doing binary transgender,’ which did not align with their feelings about their gender identity.
Arlo is simultaneously engaging “doing nonbinary” and both “redoing/undoing” frameworks
when negotiating and conceptualizing their sense of self. At the time, they were also questioning
the validity of their sexual identity:
It sort of parallels my understanding of my asexuality, which is that I went through a lot
of my life trying to translate other people’s feelings into the way I feel about things.
Understanding that, like me having to translate that kind of thing is already different
from the ‘baseline.’ I feel like my journey of understanding and acceptance is super
different from a lot of people’s; there wasn’t a whole lot of emotional turmoil about it …
I spent a lot of the early time trying to figure out if I was sick or not.
Arlo dissected their internalized thought processes surrounding asexuality. Until recently,
asexuality was not regarded as a valid location on the sexuality spectrum; indeed, it was regarded
as external to the LGBT+ community (Teut 2019). Mainstream America is obsessed with sex,
and a willful disengagement from sex is heavily stigmatized in our society. Not wanting a sexual
partner or having had no sexual partners indicates that a person is lacking or void of an allegedly
quintessential and necessary human experience. Often sexual and romantic orientation are
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conflated with one another, and while some asexual people are also aromantic, that is not true for
all asexual people. Asexuality was dubbed “The Invisible Orientation” by TIME magazine in
2014, with many people unaware of its existence or in denial about its validity. It has been and is
still pathologized, with many people worrying that something is ‘wrong’ with them and seeking
medical care to cure a supposed ‘sexual desire disorder’ (Teut 2019). Arlo struggled to come to
terms with being asexual and genderqueer because they struggled with cultural legitimacy and
misunderstanding, which leads some people to de-legitimize their emotions and experiences.
Arlo combatted transnormative and heteronormative narratives to make sense of collective selfhood and self-definition by assessing their narrative and contrasting it with others who occupied
the same social position. For them, asexuality and genderqueer had their own set of criteria that
they thought they were not meeting, but over time they came to terms with their human
complexity and gave themselves the grace and validity they deserved:
You know, I don’t want to change my physical appearance that much. I don’t want to
have surgery. I don’t want to go on hormones, like all of these concrete things add up to
me just being this person. I think I was able to come into it a lot more slowly and
gradually. It was a lot of things, adding up over time and just my understanding and
accepting that I don’t have to meet these requirements to be a genderqueer person or a
non-cis person.
Arlo is not alone in their experiences. One other person in the study, Kelso, was asexual
and agender, and their experiences with identity navigation and validation mirror that of Arlo’s
in that they are also an AFAB person who struggles with identity legitimation on an external
level. Kelso, who is white, agender, and non-binary, felt as though their agender and asexual
identities were constantly erased in social settings, in some cases being told that they would
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‘always be a woman’ and that their asexuality was a result from past sexual trauma. Kelso did
not make any physical changes upon coming out and has no intention of doing so, but they said
they constantly wrestle with figuring out how to ‘do agender’ or ‘do nonbinary.’ They feared that
they would never be taken seriously if they continued to present as ‘feminine’ while being
agender, but they did not desire anything beyond social and legal transition. Unfortunately, social
and legal transition is not often validated without physical transition, and their identity as an
agender person is constantly ignored as they are held accountable to ‘doing cisgender’ in their
daily encounters. Kelso had spent a considerable amount of time in therapy trying to work out
their asexuality and agender status, fearful that others were correct about their past trauma
influencing their current perceptions of self. They were constantly battling the internal narrative
of ‘what is wrong with me?’, but recently they have begun to push back against that narrative
and accept that all of the ways they ‘do gender’ and ‘do sexuality’ are naturally complicated, as
is the human experience.
Neuro-queer(y?)
Neurodivergence and mental illness were common themes found throughout the
interviews, with 15 of the 21 respondents identifying as living with either or both. Of those who
used these signifiers, 4 identified as solely being neurodivergent, 6 identified as having a mental
illness with no neurodivergences, and 5 identified as having both. Neurodivergence, or
neurodiversity, is a relatively new concept that views brain variations and different ways of
thinking/experiencing as an inherently normal part of human existence rather than a
psychological deficit (Armstrong 2015). ADHD, Autism, and Dyslexia are typically classified as
neurodivergences. However, neurodiversity is broadly defined, and varying divergences such as
OCD, PTSD, depression, and more have been included by some in the neurodiversity paradigm
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(Walker and Raymaker 2021). Participants discussed their experiences navigating the external
world as neuro-diverse people who are also gender-diverse, and those experiences varied. Some
felt as though their neurodiversity was taken as the salient explanation for how they were
presenting themselves while their gender identities were disregarded. Others viewed their
neurodiversity in tandem with their gender identity, not as a causal relationship, but as things that
simply ‘were’ and coexisted with one another. A few felt that their issues with trauma or
depression were manifestations of discrimination that they were subjected to for being genderdiverse. Indeed, depression, anxiety, and other conditions are still largely regarded as
comorbidities of being transgender. When people engage in this discourse, they are actively
pathologizing transgender as a causal factor for neurodivergence and vice versa while mostly
ignoring that these divergences may result from the trauma of oppression and discrimination. In
this section, I intend to introduce the reader to newer modes of thinking about
neurodivergence/mental illness and gender-diversity, specifically in terms of neuroqueering and
de-pathologization. What follows are some participants' accounts of navigating
neurodivergences and mental illnesses in tandem with gender incongruence and the embodiment
of all/both as necessary components of their identity that shared complicated relationships with
one another. First, coming of age trauma is viewed through a gender-diverse lens, where failure
to ‘do cisgender’ and lack of agency exacerbated psychological distress. Following this, I
analyze the ways that participants identified and labeled their neurodivergences/mental illnesses
and their relationships with gender identity.
Coming of age trauma: Failing to do cisgender.
Coming of age is difficult for most people, but being a gender-diverse person can prove
quite perilous and traumatizing. Some participants were aware of their gender incongruence from
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an early age and reported psychological distress due to either being overtly invalidated by their
caregivers or forced to remain in the closet. Extremely, a white, non-binary, and transgender
person, chronicles their experiences with psychological distress and speaks to the power of selfdetermination:
I experienced depression. Since a very early age, like, seven... I remember like filling up
notebooks with just like, handwritten notes like ‘I want to die, I want to die’ like in
second grade and I was like, that was before I even had the word trans… when I was
younger and then as time went on like those mental health things turned into PTSD as a
result of abuse or harassment or whatever. And so definitely there have been a lot of
times when I thought I was in my final chapter, but I've kind of broken free from that and
after being able to transition and get away from so much harassment and like unsafe
circumstances, like, I feel like I'm kind of like taking that ownership back.
Others, like Kelso, echoed similar sentiments of trauma related to coming of age as an
agender person with gender dysphoria forced to adhere to female gender performance:
As I got older, right around my preteens, that's when it became more of an issue. When I
was a kid, you got to kind of get away with things, but I was growing into like my body,
those expectations were immediate, and that's what was really triggering for me because
I didn't like it. I was really traumatized by that; I was traumatized by developing breasts.
I remember I refused to shave my legs and my mom locking me in the utility closet and
putting Nair hair removal cream on my legs and then chasing me around and, you know,
forcing me to wear a bra …. I just did not want to assimilate to that. And I had a really
hard time with it. I developed a really bad eating disorder and was dealing with some
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sexual abuse at that time too. I guess it was … maybe this internalized desire to
completely suppress, like any indication of secondary sex characteristics.
In both instances, the participants were forced to perform ‘cisgender’ while being at odds
with their own gender identities. Neither had the language or agency necessary to advocate for
themselves, and both were subject to humiliation and discrimination because of their gender
incongruence. In terms of the psychological distress they experienced, there is a possibility that it
could be attributed to the abuse and disempowerment that both participants endured for not
‘doing cisgender,’ as well as other internal and external factors present throughout the life
course. Several participants shared similar stories of disempowerment from an early age, citing
their inability to ‘do gender’ correctly according to the normative gender roles that had been
assigned to them. Consequently, many suffered from depression, anxiety, and PTSD that they
would later seek treatment for. Unfortunately, the participants’ struggles with mental illness
became more salient in various social contexts, most notably in caregiving institutions that will
be discussed in the next chapter.
Neuroqueering gender.
To disassemble the pathology paradigm associated with neuro and gender fluidity,
researchers and lay people alike have begun embracing the Neuroqueer movement. Coined by
M. Romi Yergeao, Athena Lyyn Michaels-Dillon, and Nick Walker (2021), Neuroqueer seeks to
challenge the culture of pathology and neuro-essentialism that often subjugates those who are
neuro-diverse:
Just as the prevailing culture entrains and pushes people into the embodied performance
of heteronormative gender roles, it also entrains and pushes us into the embodied
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performance of what the dominant culture considers a ‘normal’ body-mind. The purpose
of this section is to briefly familiarize the reader with some of the mental illness
discourses present in the interviewee’s stories, as it is relevant to their conceptualization
of self and, as we will later see, their ability to access healthcare. And just as
heteronormativity can be queered, so can neurotypicality: We can subvert, disrupt, and
deviate from the embodied performance of being neurocognitively ‘normal’. (Walker and
Raymaker 2021)
Regarding its application to participants in this study, some participants expressed a
desire to move beyond neuro-essentialism, wondering if having a label to describe their
experiences was necessary. When asked if they had any neurodivergences or disabilities they
wanted me to know about, Cactus responded:
I have trouble answering this question because I strongly hypothesize that I'm
neurodivergent, and I've been diagnosed with I think six or seven mental illnesses. So,
there's something going on, but I don't really identify as disabled. Right now, because, I
don't know, according to the social model of disability, I usually don't need access
assistance but according to how people expect brains to work, mine does not do that.
After the sixth or seventh diagnosis, I was like, I don't know if I'm actually getting new
information with getting a diagnosis like clearly, I need help, to have a brain that does
not want to destroy me but like having the perfect label or set of labels for it does not feel
like the primary objective.
Cactus assessed whether or not labels or specific diagnoses were essential in their pursuit
for help since many of the ‘conditions’ associated with their brain had overlapping
symptomology that made it difficult to pinpoint a treatment plan. In this scenario, getting relief is
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more important than trying to pin down a diagnosis. Cactus is aware that their brain operates
contrary to that of someone regarded as neurotypical but does not necessarily find relief in
applying labels to their neurodiversity. Not all participants followed the same line of thinking.
Many participants used labels and identified as having one or multiple mental illnesses,
with the most common being depression, anxiety, PTSD/C-PTSD, bipolar disorder, and various
eating disorders. Despite the purported dangers of self-diagnoses, a few participants who were
self-labeled as having a specified mental illness also stated that they did not have a formal
diagnosis. This is not an attempt to discredit their mental health experiences, nor is it an
endorsement for self-diagnosis, but more so an attempt to speak to the power of identity claims
and meaning-making, and how we as humans want, above anything, to be understood, seen and
respected. We know that mental illnesses do not heal themselves through acknowledgment alone,
but being able to assign a label to something, or ‘name the beast’ so to speak, that profoundly
impacts your life can bring a temporary sense of relief and open the door for further exploration.
There are pros and cons to this approach, with the pros being that one can feel empowered to
better understand themself through these labels and recognize that they are not alone in their
experiences. The cons occur when people lean into neuro-essentialism and try to force
themselves into rigid brain types and pathology categories without understanding neurodiversity.
This can reinforce internalized notions of ‘gender and sex pathology’ if one is not careful,
however, many participants spoke of overcoming that mindset while also employing labels
where necessary to describe their experiences. As stated earlier, some view their neurodiversity
as inseparable from their gender diversity, sharing a natural synergy. This echoes the sentiments
of Neuroqueer culture, which calls for the interactions between neuro-fluidity and gender-fluidity
to be fully embraced; rejecting the pathology paradigm. Elliot, who is a white trans man on the
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autism spectrum, spoke of autism’s influence on self-perception and identity at the intersection
of being gender-diverse:
I've lived in Scotland for about 16 years now, and it was always a bit awkward because I
had autism. I really kind of struggled to make friends, I didn't know how to communicate.
And I just felt a bit out of place anyway. I just felt a bit out of my body, I couldn't really
connect with the person in the mirror. And as I got older that feeling just kind of
intensified, like, looking back now it's, it's stupidly obvious that I was trans.
For Elliot, his experiences as an autistic person were deeply intertwined with his
experiences as a gender-diverse person. For much of his life, he could not decipher between
gender dysphoria and the sense of being ‘out of his body’ that seemed to accompany his autism.
Both were described as an essential part of his being, with one not necessarily preceding the
other. In what is now termed as ‘gendervague’ by the autistic community, it is believed that
being transgender does not have a causal relationship to autism, but autism does influence how a
person understands their gender. In the past, gender-diverse communities have been quick to
dismiss those with neurodivergences as ‘truly trans’ because they do not want the validity of
their gender identity threatened or pathologized. Unfortunately, the pathology paradigm has
wreaked havoc on both the LGBT+ and neuro-diverse communities, which often results in the
disavowal of one by the other. Neuroqueer culture seeks to bring about a new level of
understanding that challenges the culturally ingrained connection between heteronormativity,
cisnormativity, and neurotypicality by opting for a world that celebrates human diversity. A
major point to take home is how gender-diverse people view and conduct themselves when they
are accountable to themselves and each other and how these dynamics shift in caregiving
contexts. The following chapter will illuminate the implications of competing identities in the
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context of ‘doing transgender’ in caregiving facilities, and how issues of identity pathology will
emerge as participants recount their experiences navigating these institutions.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I explored the various ways of ‘being’ and ‘doing transgender,’ with an
emphasis on gender accountability for both binary and non-binary transgender participants in
their constructions and understanding of self. In the process of exploring these concepts, I
differentiated how binary and non-binary transgender people are expected to ‘do transgender,’
emphasizing that both are accountable to binarist transnormative narratives about the appropriate
way to ‘do transgender.’ Finally, I explored competing identity narratives and found that
participants also engaged in discourses surrounding sexuality and mental illness when talking
about their ongoing journey towards self-understanding and acceptance. An underlying theme
that tied all of the aforementioned identity processes together was pathology, which will become
increasingly more transparent in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
FINDINGS: WHAT ARE YOU? DOING GENDER IN CAREGIVING ENCOUNTERS
In the discussion on Navigating Healthcare in the literature review, I posited that
providers’ lack of knowledge or expertise on gender-diverse issues is a major barrier to medical
access. Many providers rely on outdated transmedicalist narratives about transgender identity
and healthcare needs with little to no acknowledgment of gender diversity. The social interaction
between patient and provider is mediated through assumed power dynamics and medical
authority, meaning that medical providers can and do effectively gatekeep healthcare and gender
based on their own biases and understandings. Just because this is the norm does not mean that it
applies to all experiences, however. The participants reported a diverse array of experiences that
ranged from pleasant to outright traumatizing. Many participants had a complicated relationship
with their medical providers and felt as though they were ‘walking a fine line’ over how they
were expected to ‘do gender’ in these encounters. Participants found themselves constantly in
negotiation with their authentic self and caregiver’s understandings about who they should be.
The differences between ‘binary’ and ‘non-binary’ experiences were notable, though narratives
were diverse across the spectrum, and most had to adhere to binary gender norms regardless of
identity. Of those who identified as binary transgender, or strictly as men or women, it was
reported that educating providers was a central part of the negotiation process, with participants
carefully choosing their battles in these encounters to ensure their access to care. Non-binary
participants who were out to their medical providers also stated that provider ignorance dictated
the outcomes of these encounters but felt less empowered to challenge transnormative
assumptions about trans identity and transitioning out of fear that they would be denied access to
gender-affirming care. Some non-binary participants were not out to their providers, instead
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opting to ‘go stealth’ or ‘do cisgender’ for varying reasons such as maintaining access to care, as
well as fear that their authenticity would be challenged. For all groups, deciding when and how
to adhere to scripts of ‘doing gender,’ or more specifically, ‘doing transgender,’ had strong
implications for the participants' care. Participants reported that their narratives often changed to
accommodate dominant understandings of the trans experience, meaning they could not allude to
the complexities or nuances of their gender without risking assessment or losing access to care.
This significantly impacted the non-binary participants and those who were navigating other
stigmatized identities who felt as though their gender identity was given less salience in favor of
pathology narratives that further delegitimized their trans identity. In this chapter, I explored how
participants navigated scripts of ‘doing transgender’ in caregiving settings by reviewing the
strategies they used to get healthcare and the subsequent outcomes. First, in ‘To Be or Not To
Be,’ I explored the strategies of ‘doing gender’ that participants claimed to use that elicited less
problematic access to care, with an emphasis on those who fully disclosed their trans status and
those who chose to ‘go stealth.’ Next, in ‘Care, problematized,’ I examined both the problematic
behaviors that participants had to engage in to access the care they needed and the problematic
care received by those who were vulnerable with their providers. Finally, in ‘Gatekeeping
Access to Care,’ I analyzed how pathology paradigms were a major barrier to accessing care and
the conflation of psychopathology with trans identities.
TO BE OR NOT TO BE? GETTING ACCESS TO CARE
When deciding to seek out care, be it medical or psychological, gender-diverse people
weighed their options in terms of transparency. Being transparent or ‘out’ about your status as a
gender-diverse person could have strong implications for their ability to access care resources,
meaning gender-diverse people have to be tactful about which providers they decide to disclose
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their identity to and what identity claims they need to make to access care. To be out to a
provider often requires tact and planning for an array of possible scenarios. The outcomes of
these interactions vary and are often unpredictable, therefore many gender-diverse people
assemble strategies based on their understandings of clinical expectations in an attempt to obtain
favorable outcomes. These strategies can include but are not limited to: ‘doing medicalized
transgender,’ being well-versed on trans issues with a willingness to educate providers, and
knowing how and when to let your providers know about your status as a gender diverse person,
all of which constitute ‘the trans resume.’ How and if these strategies are employed remains
highly dependent on one’s desired outcome and whether or not that person can successfully ‘do
transgender’ according to pre-established medical criteria. It should be noted that these strategies
are primarily utilized by those who wish to seek out gender-affirming care. For those who did
not want to medically transition, disclosing one’s gender-diverse identity elicited far more risks
than rewards, and many participants worried that their vulnerability would jeopardize their
ability to seek out care in the future. In their case, it was safer to ‘do cisgender’ or forgo ‘doing
transgender’ (or going stealth) in any capacity rather than risk access to the care needed in other
areas of their lives. In the following sections, I explored how participants ‘do gender’ in
caregiving settings and the risks/benefit assessment that often accompanies each participant's
decision about how they choose to ‘do gender’ along binary and non-binary lines.
A Positive Payoff
Binary and non-binary transgender participants relayed different experiences about their
ability or willingness to ‘do transgender’ in caregiving settings. The binary transgender
participants all reported that they were ‘out’ to their providers because they were currently
pursuing gender-affirming care. However, the non-binary participants were divided in terms of
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being ‘out’ to their providers, and both groups had members who shared positive experiences
interfacing with care providers. Of these positive experiences, participants talked about their
ability to forge stronger social bonds with their providers through their vulnerability. Often,
finding common ground, be it shared interests or shared experiences, contributed to the
participants' ability to establish a relationship with their providers. This, of course, was reliant on
the compliance of providers and their willingness to reciprocate these efforts.
Magic Rabbit decided to seek out gender-affirming care through her primary care
provider, who had very little knowledge about trans healthcare. However, despite this hurdle, her
coming out experience was a positive one:
When I came out to my doctor, he took it pretty well. It was very clear, and he was very
honest about the fact he doesn't really know anything about trans people. It's not an area
of medicine he knows anything about, but he was also saying, I support you. I will go
away and read about this so that I can be more ready, you know, and if there's something
you need, whatever you need, let me know, and we'll get it. And that's really lovely. He's
a really lovely man he's quite young.
Though ignorant about trans issues, her doctor was enthusiastic in his approach to
learning more about trans healthcare. She goes on to elaborate about the coming out process with
him:
So, I came out and said, you know, I'm trans. I went as old me, ‘cause I’d been out a little
while before I came out to him. I didn't have any makeup on, I put on my most unisexlooking clothes. I said, just so you know the next time you see me, I'm not going to look
like this. I look very different day to day now. But yeah, I would like a referral to a
psychotherapist. You know, and I'm going to transition, and this is what I'm doing and
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this is what I need from you over time and it's like, ‘Oh, okay. Actually, it's whatever you
i

need. You got it, it's great. I'll support you. I don't really know much, and I'll work on

that and whatever you need.’
Magic Rabbit decided to ease her doctor into her transition by presenting as ‘neutral’
before telling him that she was transgender. Before this encounter, she had been out as trans in
her day-to-day encounters for months. She decided to forgo ‘doing transgender’ at the
consultation and went as ‘old’ her out of an abundance of caution for her own safety but also
because she anticipated having to follow a transnormative medical script of ‘doing transgender.’
In her mind, exposing herself prematurely could undermine her provider’s perception of her
authenticity as a trans person. Easing him into the process of accepting her gender identity would
hopefully prove that her perceptions of her gender were stable, thoughtful, and unproblematic
(binary). She was pleasantly surprised to find that her provider was receptive to her gender
identity, even with a very limited knowledge base. She had established rapport with him prior to
coming out, and one way they had connected was through dialogue about T.V. and film.
Towards the end of their consultation, he asked her, “Have you seen The Danish Girl?” and that
question stuck with her long after the appointment was over:
That’s clearly his experience of trans, another reason why accurate representation
matters. Because, certainly in the U.K., so many people do not understand the difference
between trans and drag.
Her doctor was working from a very limited, overly dramatized narrative of what ‘being
trans’ meant, but in the following visit, he continued to try to connect with her through media.
He asked, “have you watched Star Trek Discovery? I think we’ve got the best trans, or at least
the most diverse characters,” to which she responded, “Well, if it’s a nerd-off you want, I think
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you’ll find that Jadzia Dax in Deep Space Nine was the best trans code.” Through this dialogue,
her caregiver tried to connect with and understand her through a language they both shared. His
point of reference on ‘doing trans’ was limited to media representation and normative medical
scripts, and Magic Rabbit participated in the ongoing process of validating and invalidating those
tropes through open dialogue.
A longing for connection with providers was often cited throughout the interviews. Many
wished their providers would willingly engage in a two-way dialogue to understand their point of
view better. Those who recalled positive interactions with caregivers shared similar experiences
of feeling ‘seen’ and humanized, often praising providers who took the time to converse with
them not only about their gender identity but about their goals and interests outside of transition.
Matt, a white non-binary and transgender ornithologist turned medical student, had varying
experiences with care providers but noted their experiences with their endocrinologist to be
pleasant ones. Their endocrinologist made it a point to put Matt at ease by presenting a relaxed
demeanor, often joking with them and carrying on as friends do. Compared to their prior
experiences, Matt did not sense discomfort or hesitancy from their provider, stating that both
they and their endocrinologist shared a fascination with birds and often spoke about their career
as an ornithologist. For Matt, being treated like an ‘ordinary person,’ not an anomaly, helped
them develop a bond with their provider founded on trust and mutual respect.
Chamomile, who is white and non-binary, shared a similar relationship with their primary
care providers, who consistently embraced their identity:
Every member of my doctor’s office has started using my new name. Ever since my
doctor put it in my chart, bam, everyone has been on it. I go to a primarily Spanish-
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speaking clinic because that’s where Medicaid sent me, and lo and behold, I am
receiving the best care of my life. It’s really cool…
Chamomile, found a safe haven, one they had not fully anticipated after coming out as nonbinary. Their providers treated them with kindness and understanding, often joking around and
engaging in casual conversation with Chamomile during every visit. Affirmative bedside manner
and creating a trans-friendly environment with proper paperwork and gender-neutral bathrooms
went a long way in assuring Chamomile that who they were was normal and welcome.
One participant felt that coming out to their provider strengthened their relationship,
noting a significant change in bedside manner. Mr. Black was selective with who he disclosed
his trans identity, expressing he operated on a need-to-know basis. He was intentional in making
sure to only engage with doctors who were known to be trans-friendly:
I kind of see my revealing my trans status as similar to revealing my lesbian status
before. You kind of gauge who you're going to tell as far as medically, but. I don't want
my neighbor to know more than I don't want my doctor to know. You know, so I'm a little
more comfortable, but I'm also, I do a lot more research and trying to find the doctor that
appears to be trans-friendly or somebody knows is trans-friendly or looks like they've had
great reviews on bedside manner.
Mutual respect was very important in medical settings and was not something he was
accustomed to before he transitioned. He recalls having his issues trivialized when he was
woman-read, but after his transition, he was surprised to find that his provider's demeanor
changed:
Yeah. I don't get things mansplaining to me anymore, so if I did go to a male doctor, they
do treat me differently. There's definitely a male camaraderie with male doctors that
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wasn't there before. It's interesting because there's definitely a ‘need to behave myself’
wall that men put up when a woman is in the room, and that relaxes and not that they
become raunchy, it's just more of a, I don't need to check myself anymore, or watch what
I'm saying or doing as much that I've noticed, which is pretty cool.
Mr. Black has had experiences on both ends of the spectrum, as someone who was
assumed a woman to someone who has ‘fully transitioned’ and now presents as a cisgender man.
When he told this story, he confessed that he had never considered that his relationships
with women would change once he began passing as a cisgender man. He stated that he went
from being perceived as the “prey” to the “predator” and now notices that women are more likely
to fear him in social settings. In one instance, he entered an elevator late one night with a woman
he did not know. Being the friendly person he is, he attempted to diffuse the awkwardness by
making a joke. She laughed half-heartedly while holding up her cell phone and moving closer to
the corner near the elevator door. “Holy crap, I’m scary now!” he said while telling me about his
decision to be conscious of his positionality as someone who is presumed to be a cis-man. He
started seeing a female chiropractor, who he found to be agreeable and had built rapport with but
also noticed she was a bit more closed off than he was used to. He connected the dots and
realized that he was fully ‘doing cisgender’ as a man, which influenced her demeanor in these
settings. After his sixth visit, he revealed that he was transgender, and she was touched by his
willingness to trust her with his vulnerability. Now during his visits, he says they ‘get along like
best friends’ because the dynamic of their relationship changed once he was transparent about his
transgender status. Mr. Black is in a unique position as someone who can fully ‘do cisgender’ or
‘do transgender’ based upon what the social context calls for. His disclosure could have easily
resulted in barred access from care resources, but his caregiver reciprocated his efforts to
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establish a relationship based on trust and vulnerability. He is no longer in a place where he feels
like he must hide aspects of his identity to get the treatment he needs or the respect he deserves.
The Risk Is Too Great: Going Stealth
Healthcare disparities are something gender-diverse people are keenly aware of, as it is a
source of much inquiry in the trans community. For decades now, online forums have been
created and maintained as networking tools for gender-diverse people to share knowledge and
relay experiences in healthcare. Some come to vent their frustrations or fears, some to offer
advice or support, and others to ask questions about aspects of the transition process that their
doctors left them in the dark about. The general consensus among these communities is that
accessing healthcare can be oppressive, humiliating, or outright terrifying. Negative healthcare
experiences dominate the collective narrative, causing many gender-diverse people to approach
their medical care professionals cautiously.
Not everyone in this study was out to their healthcare providers, and their reasons for
remaining silent were broadly steeped in fears of condemnation, violence, or erasure. In these
instances, going stealth, or concealing one’s gender-diverse identity, may be preferable for
specific individuals who do not want to risk being subjected to harassment. Some participants
worried that their gender ambiguity would prove costly in these encounters. Felix feared that
they would lose autonomy in the process of transitioning:
I'm afraid of losing control and, you know, going into this system and having it become a
thing where it's like, ‘Oh, we're gonna do all these things because you said you checked
off all these boxes and now we'll do this,’ you know, that's very much not what I want.
Felix is a white demi-boy and non-binary and wants to feel empowered in his decision to
medically transition. But he was well aware of the binarist norms ascribed to trans people and the
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inherent erasure of non-binary people in medical care. He was interested in accessing HRT but
was fearful of judgment from medical professionals over his ability to ‘do transgender’ in a way
that would be legible to them. For him, opting to temporarily ‘do cisgender’ or go stealth in these
scenarios was favorable to feeling pressured to conform to binary transnormative standards of
transitioning that would invalidate his non-binary identity. They were afraid that the providers
would follow a strict medicalized model of transgender care and make assumptions about their
desired results. In these scenarios, providers assume that people like Felix are trans men, and
therefore want to fully medically transition through HRT and surgery. That is not the case with
Felix, nor is it with many non-binary people or trans men. Transitioning does not have to entail
gender-affirming surgery, and Felix did not want to be put in a position where they felt like they
had to comply with that narrative.
He was also afraid to come forward about his identity because he had a background with
mental illness. To him, the risk is too great:
I haven't told them. And it's the type of thing where it wasn't on the forms. So, I haven't
brought it up. And it was also my general practitioner who sent me to the (mental)
hospital in the first place. So, it's not that I don't trust them. It's just now I'm like, okay,
I'm going to be a little bit more careful about what I say. Because although I think the
hospital experience was a positive move in the right direction for me, it was very
shocking. And a little bit traumatizing. So, yeah, my general practitioner, as of now, does
not know that I am trans and so we haven't even talked about it.
If Felix were to come out to his providers, he would have to devise a way to introduce the
topic in a context with little to no regard for gender identity. His clinic does not give patients the
option to self-identify on intake forms, so the onus would be on Felix to mediate that
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conversation with the expectation that he educates his providers on what being non-binary and
demi-boy means. This would require a great deal of emotional labor from Felix that they feel
would have very little payoff and may, in fact, put them at risk of being involuntarily committed.
I will explore Felix’s hospital story in the following section, but in the context of their general
practitioner, they were not willing to risk their freedom or their future access to healthcare.
Some participants had great relationships with their healthcare providers, but they were
not willing to ‘come out’ to them. Travis, a white trans man, is not sure that he wants to
medically transition and is at a point in his journey where he is still figuring himself out. In
addition to not wanting to make life-altering medical decisions at this stage of his life, he worries
about his safety because he lives in a very conservative area.
Even if they did ask me for my pronouns, I probably wouldn't put it in writing. I mean,
that's probably why they forget my pronouns. It’s because I've never put it in writing. And
especially since I don't know for 100% certain yet, if I'm like, actually trans. I'm like, I
want to make 100% sure that I am. I really do want to go through with it and want to be
recognized as a man by the law. If I'm going to take on that risk. I want to be totally sure
that that's what I need to do. And, for me at the moment, at least I can handle
misgendering, I can handle the wrong pronouns, I can handle it. So, I can handle being
called by the wrong name or being called the wrong pronouns if it keeps me safe.
Travis questioning his trans status is not abnormal. Many people question their
positionality in relation to the term transgender by assessing the criteria needed to classify
oneself as transgender. In reality, there are no universally agreed-upon criteria for claiming
membership to the gender-diverse community, as the community itself is largely symbolic and
not policed by any sole entity. The term is incapable of being monopolized because it is broadly
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applicable to many identities that exist under its umbrella, with emerging identities and
terminology making their way into mainstream gender-diverse discourse. His uncertainty
surrounding the term was his lack of experience with gender dysphoria, which many people
assume is necessary to be transgender. This stems from the pathology model of trans-ness and is
something many gender-diverse people have internalized. Travis not only questioned his trans
status, but he expressed fear and concern over the anticipated consequences of being out. Being
on his parents’ insurance, he did not want to risk being outed to his family or community
members without his consent. Going stealth by opting to ‘do cisgender’ in medical settings was
necessary for him to feel safe as he figured out his identity behind closed doors. He feared being
outed or denied access to care because of his gender ambiguity. Transgender people, be they
binary aligned or non-binary aligned, should be allowed privacy and contemplation during the
process of identity negotiation and exploration. Both are still trying to find the language needed
to convey how they feel about their own gender identities, which means they do not have the
energy or resources to relay abstract concepts and shift narratives about gender complexity to
entities likely to challenge their conceptualizations of self. Garrison (2018:618) assesses a
similar dilemma in their work:
When we are unable to ‘do’ gender in ways that others can recognize, others may
challenge that performance. Consequently, we may come to question our own
authenticity and wonder whether we really are the people we’ve understood ourselves to
be.
Both Felix and Travis have decided not to be out as gender-diverse to their service
providers. They have metaphorically built reflective glass barriers that allow them to explore
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their gender identities in private while projecting an unproblematic self that protects them from a
cruel and violent world for gender-diverse people.
CARE, PROBLEMATIZED
Some interviewees cited their encounters as problematic, and at times, deeply
uncomfortable. Most of these encounters resulted in participants getting the care they needed, but
often at the expense of their mental and emotional wellbeing. Accessing care required dealing
with transnormative and cisnormative discourses that elicited degradation, humiliation, stigma,
and identity erasure. In this section, I will investigate how participants ‘did transgender’ while
receiving care and its impact on the quality of care they received. First, I explored how identity
construction in caregiving institutions influenced outcomes, then I analyzed the stigma
discourses present in some participants' encounters. Lastly, I elucidate two cases where
participants were dehumanized to such a degree that their mental and physical health suffered as
a consequence of abuse and neglect.
The Trans Resume
To ‘do transgender’ in medical settings usually means to adhere to a medical model of
trans identity that accommodates a gender dysphoria diagnosis (Johnson 2015). In doing such,
participants found themselves attempting to construct narratives that reinforced a homogenized
model of transgender identity that invokes diagnostic criteria often used to legitimate or
delegitimate trans identities. How closely participants followed that model by expressing interest
in what was treated as binary transition or seeking out surgical and hormonal interventions to
move from one binary extreme to another dictated what resources were available to them. With
this knowledge, gender-diverse people often became well-versed on transmedicalist assumptions
about transgender care, so they could better advocate for themselves. Self-advocacy is crucial for
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gender-diverse people in all aspects of life, be it legal, social, or medical settings. In the context
of medicine, self-advocacy means standing up for one’s right to access trans competent medical
care, free from harassment, condemnation, or violence. Gender-diverse people are often alone in
their advocacy for fair treatment and access to healthcare, so they may devise a self-advocacy
plan to construct an air-tight ‘trans resume’ while also providing educational materials to
doctors. Some people have decided to change their name and gender demarcation legally and
bring their legal documentation as ‘proof’ of their desire to truly transition. Others wrote out
their life histories, hopeful that doctors would view their narratives as legitimate, while a few
constructed overly simplified narratives that ‘ticked all the boxes’ because they knew their
provider would be looking for a textbook narrative. In clinics where informed consent was not
commonplace, patients would also have a note from their psychiatrist with a diagnosis of gender
dysphoria and approval for gender-affirming care. In their initial consultation, participants had to
perform a narrow range of behavior by projecting a reductionist version of self that was
amenable and consistent with the provider's knowledge of gender-diverse people.
When Risks Pay Off.
In the process of seeking out gender-affirming care, some participants noted that their
identities and narratives were subject to taking on a chameleon-esque quality as providers
attempted to co-construct narratives about their experiences. For example, Kudzu was seeking
hormone replacement therapy at his local doctor’s office and found himself having to subscribe
to transnormative narratives to get the care he needed.
She asked me a question, something about like you know like, basically implying that like,
“Oh, you've been like this since you were a kid and like that's why you're doing this now,
right?” “You've always been, you know into cars and like whatever masculine stuff.” So
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that implication I did not appreciate just like little things like that sometimes. I was like, I
don't. This isn't fully accurate when I was answering but, I also don't want to be barred
from getting hormones.
His provider had pre-constructed a narrative of his life as a way to legitimate their own
preconceived notions of Kudzu’s identity. Unfortunately, his non-binary identity was overlooked
in his assessment. He was forced to adhere to a binary, which resulted in his doctor making
assumptions about the gender-affirming care he needed. Many doctors are ignorant about the
wants and needs of gender-diverse people, taking an all-or-nothing approach to medical
transition with little room for autonomy. In Kudzu’s case, his provider assumed that he was a
‘binary trans man’ who wanted to ‘fully transition’ by undergoing various medical procedures.
‘Doing non-binary transgender’ was not an option for him in this situation, so he submitted to
‘doing binary transgender’ in order to access resources. Kudzu felt a sense of frustration at the
erasure of his identity and the insinuation that he needed to medically transition to be trans:
I'm just like not seen, you know what I mean like I'm here with this healthcare provider
because you work with trans people, but like you still are like incorrectly reading me a
trans person, so I don't know it kind of rubbed me the wrong way… I wanted to be honest,
but I also didn't want them to be like, oh, like you haven't been living as this gender for
however long so like you don't really need these hormones and it be someone else's call.
In Kudzu’s case, the ‘trans resume’ he had presented to his provider was immediately
altered to fit a stereotypical and binarist narrative of what being transgender is. His provider
filled in the ‘holes’ in his narrative by constructing life-history accounts on his behalf, which
resulted in Kudzu having to negotiate the complexity of his identity. This was especially
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frustrating because his provider specialized in transgender issues but adhered to binary
essentialist understandings of gender that dictated their practice.
Chamomile, who is white and non-binary, described their experience accessing genderaffirming care as anxiety-inducing, but they had anticipated pushback and were prepared to
defend themselves. They began seeing an in-house therapist once a week at their primary care
provider's office to ensure that their efforts to access HRT were documented, as well as
documentation in the form of a referral from their therapist to their primary care provider.
Constructing the narrative of their unwavering ‘commitment’ to their gender identity by proving
that they had been ‘out’ and ‘doing transgender’ for a specified amount of time was necessary for
their therapist to agree to a referral. Once they obtained their therapist's referral form, they knew
they had to get their PCP on board to be referred out to an endocrinologist. For them,
legitimizing their identity by proving they were competent and had done their research was a
necessary strategy in overcoming medical gatekeeping:
I don't even think I gave him the opportunity to talk to me about it because I was so busy,
proving that I was informed. I was like, I understand the risks that are associated with it.
I understand the higher risk of blood clotting. I understand that any form of alcohol and
nicotine, things like that, increase my risk of blood clotting. And I have a plan to quit
nicotine, at this date, before I start estrogen like … I really sat down and just kind of,
with the goal of proving that I had done my research and I knew what I wanted. So, he
basically had no reason to gatekeep. I basically explained my experience of, you know, I
guess my resume of identifying as they/them for over a year.
Chamomile had a great relationship with both providers but still decided to err on the side
of caution when seeking out gender-affirming care. In clinics where an informed consent model
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is not implemented or utilized, it is often necessary for gender-diverse people to obtain a referral
from a therapist to start their medical transition. This forces them through a hazing process of
sorts, one where their identity is negotiated and re-negotiated through dialogue with an authority
figure who assesses whether or not they are ‘trans’ enough. To be regarded as ‘trans enough,’
many must attend therapy for at least a year while meeting various milestones established by the
therapist along the way. Many therapists follow textbook narratives of gender diversity and use
them as reference guides for assessing their clients, evaluating the similarities and dissimilarities
in what is ultimately regarded as pathology. A major hallmark of transgender identity in these
settings is the presence of gender dysphoria, and without obtaining an official diagnosis, one
cannot access gender-affirming care. Not all gender-diverse people experience gender dysphoria,
but many do amplify its salience for the sake of accessing gender-affirming care. They must
submit to the pathologization of their identity with or without the presence of dysphoria.
Chamomile spoke to other gender-diverse people prior to seeking out gender-affirming care.
They were encouraged to advocate for themself by producing an air-tight ‘resume,’ or narrative,
devoid of inconsistencies. The ‘gatekeeper’ model of gender-diverse care is not exclusive to
United States medical institutions; many countries abroad drew from similar logics.
When asked about her expectations for her future visit to her primary care provider,
Magic Rabbit shared her thoughts on the process of accessing gender-affirming care in Germany
and the medical and bureaucratic loopholes she anticipates having to jump through:
I have a folder. Because, in Germany, you, I think, to be [operated on], you still have to
petition the court. So, a judge can decide whether or not you get upgraded. This is one of
the things that's a little bit backward still. And so, I have to document everything. You
have something called a transgender CV. And it's basically like a job CV. So, you start up
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basically the beginning of this interview, ‘I started noticing it was right when I was five, I
had this problem at school, etc..’ And when you came out what it was like, how its
improved your life, what you went through. Then I went to therapy, then I did this, and I
started hormones, this is what I've done since then, I’m aware of the risks. This is what it
benefits. You kind of have to justify your choices. I actually find it kind of insulting,
because what does some random judge on the bench know about me or trans identity. But
that's unfortunately one of the loopholes, I have to jump through here and so I'll jump
through it.
Magic Rabbit must obey a homogenized model of trans-ness by structuring a chronology
of her life through life-course narrative, medical history, and legal documentation. The themes in
her narrative must be consistent with transnormative understandings of gender-diverse lives,
such as ‘trapped in the wrong body’ tropes of trans-ness and well-established timelines that
indicate an appropriate chronology of steps taken in the process of transitioning.
Felix was in the process of seeking out gender-affirming care when our interview took
place, and they had a similar approach:
I think I know what I plan on doing, and the advice that I’ve heard is just kind of having
what I want written out. Something that like, you know what you want. I feel like
sometimes we put a lot of faith into doctors because they went to school for however
long, but they’re not going to know your experience.
Felix was drafting his trans resume with the expectation that he would get pushback from
his provider out of ignorance, or worst-case scenario, malice. Self-assuredness is a common
theme present in the narratives of self that gender-diverse people are expected to perform in
medical settings. Still, as noted in prior sections, many describe their gender as fluid or
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undefined. This compromise of identity, the forced reduction of the self to a two-dimensional
caricature that is easily digestible and compartmentalized in medical settings, further alienates
gender-diverse people by delegitimizing their consciousness of self and contributing to a toxic
feedback loop of transnormative discourse between public and medical spheres.
Stigma/Enigma
Stigma has been cited in caregiving encounters for ages, especially for those who hold
marginalized identities or who do not adhere to prescriptive norms of conduct or presentation.
For gender-diverse people, stigmatization is often accompanied by the erasure of personhood
that is reinforced by transnormative narratives about how one is supposed to ‘do transgender.’
Gender-diverse people are already viewed as enigmatic and complicated, and when one does not
follow transnormative scripts of ‘doing transgender,’ their identity becomes problematized and
warrants assessment. Not everyone had positive experiences with their healthcare providers, with
several participants citing at least one negative encounter. Encounters with caregivers varied and
ranged in title from general practitioners, endocrinologists, mental healthcare providers,
reproductive care, and emergency medical specialists. The following participants reported
feeling a lingering sense of stigmatization, othering, and erasure after their healthcare
encounters, with several admitting that those negative experiences permanently altered their
perceptions about healthcare.
DW, who is white and non-binary, served in the U.S. military, which places their
experiences within the context of the VA healthcare system. When asked if their medical care
providers ever used outdated terminology, they lamented:
Oh, yeah, all the damn time. They'll say things like, ‘so you identify as this.’ Or they'll
say, ‘so you're transgendered’ a lot, and that that one really is like when I hear it, I laugh
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a lot inside because I'm like, you know, you're fucking wrong. But there's nothing I can
do to convince this person that has a medical degree, you know, to stop using that word,
So, it is what it is, but I think a lot of it too, though, is conditioning, because with Don't
Ask Don't Tell, we've already been conditioned to say,’ Okay, we're not going to bring
this up, and now we are starting to see the light to where we can bring it up. And it's like,
okay, I don't know if this is a trick.
Because of the Biden administration's reversal of the transgender ban in the military and
the restoration of healthcare protections, US veterans can now access gender-affirming care
through the VA. Unfortunately, patients are experiencing a lag in the VA system as healthcare
providers struggle to meet the new norms and expectations of appropriate care for gender-diverse
people. DW recalls an awkward experience with their psychiatrist where their gender identity
was challenged despite their correct gender being reflected on their chart:
So, she’s typing up my life history, and she goes ‘so you’re a man’. And I’m just sitting
there and I’m like (in my mind) you see the screen I know you do. You see what my
preferred pronouns are, you see all of that. And you have the audacity to turn to the left,
look at me, and say ‘you’re a man’. And try to force me to say I’m a man.
In this instance, a power struggle occurred in which the psychiatrist found their gender
identity (non-binary) confusing, inconvenient, and enigmatic. They expected their patient to
remedy the situation by either assimilating to a form of ‘doing transgender’ that she was familiar
with or ‘doing cisgender’. The stigma of ambiguity, or not adhering to a binary, resulted in DW
having their gender assessed and challenged. This situation is particularly tricky because the
psychiatrist was in the process of writing a referral letter for them to access HRT, and DW did
not feel as though they could self-advocate without sacrificing their access to life-saving gender-
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affirming treatment. This is one of several instances where identity negotiation comes into play
and participants must choose between advocating for their authentic self, or assimilating to
transnormative and cisnormative standards to get the care they need. Their psychiatrist later
ordered an EKG, to which DW complied:
Now I [had] been on supplements for a little while, so I have chest growth. And I walked
down there and I'm getting the EKG done, the person on the other side is like, looking at
my chart and said okay … identifies as…. okay cool, closes the chart. They're like, lift up
your shirt, so I have to lift up my shirt because that's part of the EKG they get to put the
little things on me. Right. As soon as I lift up the shirt, the guy jumps back like two feet,
and says ‘holy mammogram!’
Whether the technician was genuinely surprised or had a poor sense of humor is unclear,
either way, DW left that appointment feeling a deep sense of shame and later complained to their
psychiatrist. As noted above, the technician was aware of their gender identity but made cissexist
assumptions about DWs physiology and presentation, which resulted in the erasure of their nonbinary identity. Regardless of the technician’s intent, this was an overt act of shaming that left
DW feeling humiliated. Furthermore, by treating their body as anomalous or absurd, the
technician engaged their own biases and boundaries while reinforcing the stigmatized status of
DWs identity.
Sadly, DW was not the only participant who had to face having their identity enigmatized
and stigmatized. Cactus self-identifies as intersex and uses additional gender identity labels, such
as trans masculine, non-binary, and genderqueer. Most of their doctors do not ask them about
their gender, but those who ask about their gender and pronouns often do not use the correct
pronouns, opting to misgender them instead. As someone who physically presents their gender
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ambiguously, they find that their doctors ask roundabout questions that they suspect would not
be asked if they were cis-presenting. In one encounter, they sought care from a cardiologist to
treat a condition that had not yet been identified. After ruling out some diagnoses, the
cardiologists asked them if they knew they had a mustache. After Cactus confirmed that they
were aware of their mustache, the cardiologist informed them that hormone fluctuations could
cause some of the symptoms they were experiencing. This would be a fair assessment given the
fact that Cactus is intersex and has hyperandrogenism, but instead of asking Cactus directly if
they were aware of any hormonal changes or had ever been diagnosed with a hormonal disorder,
the cardiologist relied exclusively on physical clues to make assumptions about Cactus’ health
and gender identity. Because hyperandrogenism and gender ambiguity are stigmatized, the
provider decided not to ask Cactus directly about their medical history to avoid discomfort,
which in turn elicited a shame response. Intersex and transgender stigma were common themes
in Cactus’ medical experiences, where their intersex and trans status were often given more
salience than their immediate medical needs:
One time I went to the ER for a migraine and the only hospital we have here it's a
Christian hospital. And so, I'm always a little wary of being there. And they gave me an
IV to give me some fluids. So, like nothing to do with gender, and then she was taking the
IV off. I have really hairy arms and she was like struggling to get the tape off because of
my hairy arm and I kind of laughed and she just gave me this look of pure disgust.
Their experience as a trans and intersex person at a private Christian hospital highlights
the stigmatization and shaming that occurs when gender and sex incongruence collide with
religious medical institutions. They continue:
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I saw one endocrinologist three times, and she gave me very good information, but every
time I saw her, she [asked] ‘Are you interested in hair removal treatments?’ and I was
like, no, not interested hair doesn't bother me, and she said ‘you would be a great
candidate for electrolysis because like you have light skin and dark hair.’ No, not
interested. And then she left the practice and had me have an appointment with a
different endocrinologist at the practice to go over blood test … and that endocrinologist
was so aggressive about like ‘you need to be on birth control you need to be on that form
and you need to be on spironolactone’. So basically, you're telling me I need to be on
feminizing HRT because I have trans women friends, and they take estrogen, estradiol,
and progesterone. She was like, ‘Why don't you want to be on these medications?’ I'm
like well, I don't want their main effect, and I really don't want their side effects.
Cactus was finally able to convince their endocrinologist that they did not want to take
feminizing HRT. Still, instead of going over their blood tests with them, they gave them an
unnecessary diagnosis of hirsutism. In Cactus’ opinion, Hirsutism is not an actual medical
condition and is a racist, sexist description that doctors apply to women they think are too hairy.
Cactus has been pushing back against these narratives their whole life, feeling a great deal of
despair as a teenager who was made fun of for their body hair. Though they now embrace their
body hair, it carries its own stigma and pathology as a highly undesirable physical trait that needs
to be ‘fixed’. Unlike some other participants, Cactus could not naturally float to one side of the
gender spectrum to appease their providers by either ‘doing cisgender’, ‘doing transgender’, or
doing endosex (See Appendix A). Their ambiguity was granted more salience in these encounters
than their immediate healthcare needs, resulting in providers attempting to deliver unwanted
care. Their provider was trying to enforce cisnormative standards of care in response to Cactus
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‘doing gender’, or sex, in ways they found inappropriate. Cactus was grappling with multiple
stigmatized and medicalized identities at the hands of medical providers who believed that their
natural presentation was an ‘undesirable’ outcome of a problem that must be fixed while
neglecting the medical needs that warranted attention.
The Other as a Spectacle
Some participants reported being treated like a ‘specimen,’ ripe for observation, ridicule,
and disgust as their providers attempted to satisfy their own curiosity about gender-diverse
people. Extremely recounted a harrowing experience of transphobia and incompetence at the
emergency room. They were in the early stages of their phalloplasty and were experiencing
complications induced by urethral lengthening. They went to their local ER for urinary retention
caused by the development of a stricture, and a suprapubic catheter was needed. When they
arrived, they explained their situation to the intake desk and were told, “We don’t work with
trans people. That’s not something we’re familiar with, you should go to a different hospital.”
They were unable to drive, so the staff was forced to take them in. Extremely recounted their
experience as “a whole slew of horrible things you shouldn’t do to anybody, let alone someone
who’s trans.” Furthermore, Extremely stated:
The person was like, ‘Can I see your genitals?’ And I was like that's not really relevant
though because I can't have a Foley catheter, it has to be suprapubic so you wouldn't be
operating down there. Anyway, they're like, but I need to see, and I'm like, but do you,
though? I think they were just curious because they've never heard of a phalloplasty, but
like I had to show my genitals in the ER, it was so unrelated, and then the doctor asked
‘Are you in pain?’ I'm like, yeah I'm in pain! And the doctor was like ‘okay well like, does
it hurt when, when I do this’ and like shook me, like grabbed me and like shook me and
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I'm like, again, like, you don't need to do that I'm already in pain, you don't need to test if
I'm in pain further by doing that, and I was still recovering from my initial surgery. My
initial phalloplasty. And so, I was having a lot of pain from just recovering anyway, so
that was just so unnecessary.
After the initial poking, prodding, and degradation, they left Extremely for hours without
inserting a catheter or draining their bladder. The pain further intensified, and when they
eventually got around to giving them care, they drained a liter and a half of urine from their
bladder. After that experience, Extremely has made it a point to travel hours out of state to get
trans-competent care. Such blatant acts of dehumanization are not uncommon in trans healthcare,
especially in emergency room settings where gender-diverse people are regularly discriminated
against. The emergency room Extremely had available to them was positioned in a religious
hospital, and faith-based care is known for its ‘religious refusals’ of healthcare. In these settings,
doctors are allowed to put their personal beliefs, independent from medical science, above the
lives and well-being of their patients. Initially, the hospital had refused care to Extremely but
yielded once they realized that Extremely had no other options available to them. The providers,
in this scenario, stigmatized Extremely’s identity and physicality as a source of amusement and
disgust, forcing them to participate in their dehumanization by requiring them to expose a
vulnerable part of their body to satiate their morbid curiosities. In this scenario, Extremely ‘doing
transgender’ in a medical setting had dire consequences for their emotional and physical wellbeing. In addition to participating in the fetishization of their body, medical staff further
dehumanized Extremely by making assumptions about their pain tolerance and capacity to
suffer.
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Extremely was one of two participants that recalled being traumatized by their
interactions with hospital personnel. Previously, I discussed Felix’s unwillingness to be ‘out’ to
their providers. The following experience helps illuminate the reasoning behind their thought
processes regarding disclosure and safety in caregiving contexts. Felix was dealing with
emotional issues which resulted in them being transported to a nearby hospital. Their chosen
name and pronouns were given to staff but not utilized during their interactions, leaving Felix
feeling alienated. They described the following experience as a ‘frightening, invasive situation’
where they were deprived of their personhood. They were stripped naked, including their chest
binder, and pinned down by two nurses while having their blood drawn. They recalled a male
cop looming over their naked body:
I’m sitting here like, I need help and you’re treating me like I’m crazy, like I’m going to
hurt you . . . They’re supposed to be taking care of me, and I feel like I’m the threat and
they’re afraid of me.
Felix continues to express that they have learned to try not to take the situation personally
because “Hospitals treat people like customers. They don’t treat them like patients.”
Dehumanization, to Felix, is a quintessential part of the emergency care experience, and
advocating for your humanity often falls on deaf ears.
I laid on a bed basically in this annex for like an hour, crying my eyes out, naked.
They’re sitting there, they can hear me. They don’t do anything, they don’t care.
After the intake process, which lasted five hours, they refrained from requesting their
chosen name and pronouns out of fear of worse treatment or an extended hold. In this scenario,
Felix’s entire personhood outside of their mental illness status was erased, and they were
subjected to dehumanizing practices that left them feeling traumatized and humiliated.
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Continuing to ‘do transgender’ in this context was not an option for them, and Felix stopped
advocating for themself once they found that their humanity and dignity were at risk of further
violation.
GATEKEEPING ACCESS TO CARE
Public discourses surrounding gender-diverse identities are influenced by transmedicalist
perspectives about gender-affirming care and psychopathology, which positions the two as linear
processes by establishing a causal relationship between psychopathology and gender
incongruence. This, in turn, reinforces transnormative narrative tropes that effectively
delegitimate gender-diverse identities. The problematic nature of these narratives was made
worse for those who were both gender and neuro-diverse, who were forced to navigate
competing identity pathologies as mental illness and neurodiversity became more salient in these
encounters. Gender incongruence was perceived as inextricably linked to psychopathology as a
result of these outdated assumptions, which influenced if and how individuals received
treatment. Recent research has revealed that providers often force patients to undergo extensive
psychological evaluations as a precursor to transitioning, which they list as one of several ‘regret
prevention techniques’ (Mackinnon et al. 2021). According to Mackinnon et al.’s study,
providers cited psychiatric diagnosis in the predictions of supposed transition regret, which in
some cases that care was delayed or denied (2021). It was assumed that in most cases, detransitioning was caused by psychiatric misdiagnosis, which acted as a rationale for heavily
policing gender-affirming care, and involved rigorous mental health screenings to pinpoint other
potential causes of gender dysphoria, such as “trauma, eating disorders, or internalized
misogyny” (Marchiano 2017: Mackinnon et al. 2021). Not only does this logic justify the
policing of gender identity in caregiving institutions, but it also justifies the pathologization of
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gender-diverse identities by granting salience to differential diagnoses (such as mental illness
and neurodivergences). These conclusions result from fears founded in cisnormative and
transnormative discourses and understandings of transition and de-transition, the latter having
very little literature available to substantiate those claims (Mackinnon et al. 2021).
Unsubstantiated claims surrounding de-transitioning does not mean that providers fears are
completely unfounded, however. Providers are also operating from a place of extreme caution
because they are also held hostage to institutional constraints that carry heavy sanctions for
people who provide gender-affirming care to patients who may have future regrets. Though detransitioning is rare, and many who de-transition do so due to external social pressures, providers
risk being sued, losing their practices, or being shunned by their community if they ‘get it
wrong’. The implications of competing identities, or differential diagnoses, in the context of
'doing transgender' in caregiving facilities will be explored in this section, and concerns of
identity pathology and bargaining will arise as participants recount their experiences navigating
these institutions.
The Pathology Paradigm
Participants who felt they were denied access to a full spectrum of care cited pathology
discourse as a major barrier. In the context of caregiving, transnormative assumptions about how
one should ‘do transgender’ are mediated by transmedicalist discourse surrounding gender
pathology. Transnormativity, then, moves beyond individual identity narratives to include
normative assumptions about participants’ psychological state. For some, to ‘do transgender’
was to also ‘do mental illness’ to accommodate the expectations that accompany the pathology
model of gender dysphoria. Others noted that their neurodivergence or mental illnesses were
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given more salience in caregiving encounters, which resulted in them being barred from access
to a full spectrum of care that would benefit their overall well-being.
Doing Mental Illness.
Ness, a white trans-woman in the marines, said she was a “firm believer that experiences
make the person”, but some traumas did not contribute to a resilience narrative nor were they
beneficial to the development of her character. For her, it was “the kind of trauma that makes
people say sorry over and over again” and “that keeps you in survival mode 24/7” that she
wished she could erase from her narrative. Still, she felt that in the process of accessing genderaffirming care, medical providers in the Marines consistently overstepped their boundaries by
hyper-fixating on her trauma and pathologizing her rather than hearing her out about
transitioning: “I don’t think you need to go through 8 sessions of childhood trauma [to access
gender-affirming care].” Ness recalled the process of seeking out gender-affirming care as
strenuous with very little autonomy in decision-making. She was required to attend therapy
regularly, where her trauma had more salience than her gender identity. To access hormones, it
was expected she attend group therapy that was designated for transgender people. To get access
to group therapy, she had to do several rounds of individual therapy to obtain a diagnosis for
gender dysphoria.
As a consequence of having to jump through bureaucratic hoops to access care, she was
required to follow a medicalized model of ‘doing transgender’ that positioned her identity as an
ailment that needed treatment. Ness felt frustrated over assumptions about her trauma and the
presumed association of pathology with her gender identity and felt that her past experiences
with trauma did not underpin her gender identity. Accessing gender affirming care required that
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her mental illness be salient over her gender identity as gatekeeping institutions forced her to
adhere to a strict script of ‘doing transgender’, which they conflated with mental illness.
Both the marines and the military have sordid histories when it comes to the
marginalization of LGBTQIA+ individuals. DW, who joined the military straight out of high
school in the late ’90s, spoke about their experience questioning their gender identity and sexual
orientation in a historically homophobic and transphobic institution. During the ‘Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell’ era, LGBT people were no longer explicitly banned from the military but were
silenced because it was assumed that having openly LGBT people serve would interfere with
order in the ranks and tarnish their military image. Because the military was foundationally
hetero-sexist and cisnormative, LGBT people were not allowed to be open about their identities
because the threat to their livelihoods (or worse) was too great. DW recounts their experiences
serving in the military as someone who was closeted and performed ‘doing cisgender’ to
maintain the security of their job position:
It was rough, all-around during the early aughts, especially back when I was in the
military. We had a guy named ----, who went through with us. And he came out during
basic training, and they kicked him completely out of the program. And so, this is back
during the Don't Ask Don't Tell policy that was put in place. And so that was a freaky
moment because it was like, Oh well. Oh, yeah, I'm standing here going, I am too, but I
can't say anything to, you know, to alleviate the problem, or they'll just kick me out.
DW was operating under a state of constant anxiety as they watched fellow trainees be
publicly barred from the program. They remained closeted during their service to the military,
and identity subversion along with the constant threat of exposure and fighting in a war left them
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struggling to cope with the various traumas they had endured. They continued to talk about the
expedited, systematic nature of military healthcare and the realization that they had PTSD:
..during my time when I was in the military… there was an issue with my foot that I had
to have taken care of and stuff, and military health care is very expedient, but they're also
very direct, and so not a lot of time for, do you have this or that mental health issue,
especially in the early aughts so back in the early 2000s, they just really didn't give a
shit. I think I found out that I had PTSD through a mail system where they were like
sending out interview stuff, and they were trying to find out what the prevalence of PTSD
was. So, I had to do several phone interviews and a bunch of other crap. And after that,
the psychologist was like, Oh, here's this packet on PTSD. Good luck with it.
After their formal diagnosis with PTSD and Bipolar disorder, they struggled in therapy as
the topic of gender identity was consistently subverted by their therapist, which DW found
unhelpful because much of the trauma and distress they were experiencing was as a result of
having to remain closeted because they were navigating a deeply transphobic environment:
So, it's hard to tell whether they are not as observant, or not, because I feel like their
main focus is trying to take care of PTSD, trying to take care of bipolar disorder, but
when you couple it with the fact that they are misgendering, it does become off-putting,
because then it's like you're not taking into account my whole entire personhood. And so
that is a little upsetting. How can we fix everything that is going on in my mind if you're
only dealing with this small, small piece of it? But if I were to bring up something like the
fact that being trans itself is traumatic. It's a traumatic experience when you're in the
military anyway, because you're constantly worried about, especially during Don't Ask
Don't Tell, if somebody's going to find out about you, if they do find out about you. What
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the hell is going to happen to you, are they going to kick you out of the military, are they
not, and if this is, like, for me, it was, you know, my daily bread. At the end of the day, so
you really don't want that to happen. And if we're not going to address those issues, then
it's really kind of like, well, really, what is it all about. There's tons of trauma that comes
with just seeing someone that is LGBT removed from training, because then what do you
do?
They continued to vent frustration at the fact that their trauma was only regarded as valid
in the context of a stereotypical narrative of PTSD as battle fatigue without taking into
consideration their entire personhood and the trauma that results from the constant anticipation
of stigmatization, identity threat, and violence in an industry where they had little to no agency
as a trans person. By relying on mental health tropes and participating in the erasure of DWs
gender identity, their providers blocked access to a full spectrum of care that could have offered
relief and allowed them to transition safely. Not only were their providers blocking access to
care, but they were also effectively gatekeeping DWs gender identity by refusing to acknowledge
that they were not cisgender. It was very difficult for DW to ‘do transgender’ in these encounters
because the providers were unwilling to allow DW to go ‘off script’ or do anything other than
cisgender. Veteran Affairs medical care is slowly shifting towards trans inclusivity after
President Biden expanded care to include gender affirmation surgery. Still, both Ness and DW
lamented about their providers being ‘stuck in the old ways’ by continuing to follow a ‘don’t ask,
don’t tell’ protocol of ignoring queerness and gender incongruence while assessing their needs as
patients.
Elliot spoke about his clinical encounters as someone who is autistic, has C-PTSD, and is
a transgender man seeking out gender-affirming care:
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...at one point, they were actively trying to put me off of going on hormones or putting it
in a really negative way, ‘oh you might regret this it is totally irreversible’. And the
reason they were doing this was because I had CPTSD, and a history of sexual assault,
and because I had autism as well, so they kind of they took things very out of context, I
think they looked at the trauma as well. ‘He was assaulted when he was a girl, so maybe
he's just trying to get as far away from that body as possible.’ It isn't like the dysphoria
symptoms weren’t there when I was about six, you know, like before I had any notion of
what sex was at all. And then with the autism, I think they just didn't take me seriously,
like I had that before. As soon as I tell someone I'm autistic, they kind of look at me a bit
differently.
Elliot’s story was a lot to unpack because he had to navigate multiple forms of
stigmatization while fighting desperately to separate his autism and C-PTSD from his gender
identity. He did not want his manhood to be pathologized or characterized as a trauma response
to sexual assault, which is, unfortunately, a dog-whistle often used in anti-trans rhetoric. Elliot’s
access to gender-affirming care was blocked because his autism and C-PTSD were assumed to
be more salient than his desire to transition. Because both pathologies existed in the forefront of
caregivers’ minds as they assessed his needs, his gender identity was regarded as a symptomatic
expression of distress and inner emotional conflict, resulting in caregivers dismissing his ability
to be ‘truly trans.’ A vicious cycle of medicalized narratives was reinforced in shared stocks of
knowledge about transgender people as medical discourse influenced social perceptions, and the
demands of culture often mediated medical discourse. Tacit understandings in the social and
medical sphere presumed there were connections between one’s status as a sexual assault
survivor and their sexual and gender ambiguity. Both lesbians and gender-diverse people have
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fought this claim for decades, but unfortunately, it is still common for medical professionals to
make this association without evidence. There are no hard and fast rules about what ‘makes’
someone gender-diverse or non-heterosexual, and though some people do believe that their
encounters with sexual assault could have acted as one of many catalysts for their gender
dysphoria, most do not believe that their gender-diversity is a result of that experience. To make
such an unwarranted assertion not only delegitimates one’s personhood, but also disempowers
survivors by proclaiming that their entire identity is derivative of one painful experience
‘Boy’ Brains and ‘Girl’ Brains.
Matt self-identified as having ADHD and had recently obtained a diagnosis after much
debate and inquiry. When asked if he felt a sense of relief by getting a diagnosis, he responded,
“Yeah, [it had] never crossed my radar because it’s, you know, for little boys they tell us, but it
explains a scary amount of things.” What he was speaking of in that instance is the gender (and
pathology) discourse surrounding ADHD and autism spectrum disorder diagnosis and the
cisnormative understandings of neurodiversity. In this narrative, both ADHD and autism are
regarded as ‘boy’ issues, with some outdated literature suggesting that autistic people who were
assigned female at birth have ‘extreme male’ brains that synthesize the world through a male
lens (Baron-Cohen et al. 2003). Because of this narrative, it has been notoriously difficult for
people who are woman-read or who were assigned female at birth to obtain an ADHD or autism
spectrum disorder diagnosis. Arlo echoed similar sentiments on dealing with various obstacles
obtaining their ADHD diagnosis, lamenting the stigmatization that comes with a diagnosis as
well as the discrimination that comes with being gender-diverse and woman-read:
..you know, as someone that is woman read, I feel like my issues are disregarded anyway
in a medical setting like I'm not taken seriously or I'm a hypochondriac by default. And
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there's like this mental health stigmatization that comes with being ‘out’ and like they
already don't take me seriously. I don't want them to also think that like I'm crazy, which
is really gross, to have to think of it, but that's how they look at it I feel that's just
internalized. Like okay well they already don't take me seriously because I look this way
but also if I am vulnerable with them about this [my gender identity] they are
automatically going to be like well this person is mentally ill.
In this narrative, they highlighted another level of pathologization that accompanies the label
‘female’ in medical settings, which have a long-documented history of gender bias towards
women-read people as inherently unstable. Sexist stereotypes that position women as
hypochondriacs are ever-present in modern-day healthcare, where women-read people have their
pain and discomfort regularly ignored or dismissed. They proceed to describe their prior
experiences interfacing with a medical provider as a genderqueer, woman-read person with
ADHD by talking about the stigmatization that comes with taking medication and its association
with substance abuse disorders. In their experience, they were often treated like a drug addict for
needing access to medication to function. Because those environments would likely conflate
‘doing non-binary’ with ‘doing mental illness,’ just as they had conflated ‘doing cisgender’
(woman) with mental illness (hypochondria), Arlo decided they would not reveal their true
gender identity to their provider: “…. that moment was the moment where I’m like, well, I’m not
going to tell this doctor about things that might make me ‘insane’.” For Arlo, going stealth or
‘doing cisgender’ in these settings prevented them from undoubtedly receiving worse care or
being regarded as ‘crazy’.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION: INTRANSIGENCE OR TRANSFORMATION?
The goal of this research was to answer five key questions: in what ways will genderdiverse people draw on the discourse of transnormativity to describe their healthcare
experiences, how will they describe resisting or conforming to transnormative narratives in those
settings, will gender-diverse people invoke ‘doing gender’ frameworks when describing their
experiences, does willingness and ability to ‘do gender’ in caregiving settings differ between
binary transgender and non-binary people, and what other discourses may arise as participants
recount their experiences? In the process of co-constructing past narratives to validate present
self, the participants engaged in biographical work (Gubrium, Holstein, and Buckholdt 1994).
Coming to terms with their identity, for some, meant overcoming internalized transnormative
narratives on the path to accepting their true selves. Where people were in the journey was
dictated by myriad factors, but one’s adherence to or rejection of transnormative narratives
guided that process. All participants engaged ‘doing gender’ frameworks (West and Zimmerman
1987; Darwin 2020; Connell 2010) when recalling their encounters with care providers, and each
participant had unique stories about their battles with transnormativity and authenticity. Both
binary transgender and non-binary participants discussed their fears over not being ‘trans
enough,’ in terms of presentation or personal narrative, and its impact on their ability or desire to
embrace their trans identity both in their personal life and in caregiving settings. Both groups
reported experiences with gender ambiguity, with several noting that ambiguity or uncertainty
often threatened their ability to make identity claims or confidently attempt to authenticate their
trans status either through social or medical transition. This had a notable impact on the ways
that participants recalled ‘doing gender’ in those settings, and whether participants adhered to
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binary norms of trans-ness, or went stealth, was dictated by their perception of provider
knowledge of gender-diverse identity and care needs. Those who were seeking out gender
affirming care stated that they conformed to transmedicalist assumptions about transgender care
by ‘doing binary transgender,’ which meant engaging tropes of trans-ness such as being trapped
in the wrong body, lifelong knowledge of trans identity, and desire to fully transition medically.
The negative impacts of these identity constraints were especially notable in non-binary
participants recollection of encounters, as many felt they had to perform an in-authentic self
because ‘doing non-binary,’ or ‘doing ambiguity’ came with too many risks in those settings.
They found themselves continuously negotiating with their authentic selves and their caregivers’
views of who they should be. Some non-binary participants were not out to their providers
because they feared identity assessment through the lens of transnormative and cisnormative
assumptions, loss of agency in transitioning, fear of worse treatment or loss of access to vital
resources, and fear of pathologization that could potentially impact their autonomy. This in turn
resulted in them going stealth or ‘doing cisgender’ to avoid confrontation or denigration.
Pathology was another common discourse, with both binary and non-binary participants
remarking on their adherence to pathologization, or ‘doing mental illness’ as an extension of
‘doing transgender’ to guarantee access to gender affirming care. Psychopathology and gender
incongruence are often positioned as linear processes by positing a causal relationship that
delegitimates gender-diverse identities. One’s accomplishment of ‘doing binary transgender’ is
reliant on criteria determined by structures of accountability in interactions, namely the ability of
one to be considered ‘authentically’ trans through criteria established by the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders. Participants cited the pathology paradigm as a major
barrier in access to quality care, with many providers giving more salience to participants’
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neurodivergence or mental illnesses, which in turn resulted in blocked access to a full spectrum
of care. In this chapter, I discuss this thesis’ contribution to the existing literature, as well as its
theoretical and methodological contributions. After, I will address the limitations of the study,
policy implications, and potential future research directions. Finally, I will end with concluding
remarks on what the revelations found in this study mean for gender-diverse people.
Theoretical Reflections
Allowing transgender standpoint epistemology (Jones 2020) to guide this study ensured
that respondents unique perspectives and experiences were centered. By doing so, we reveal how
gender-diverse people understand themselves and others, and how their perspectives impact their
everyday lives (Nicolazzo 2021). Engaging transgender standpoint epistemology in conjunction
with a biography work perspective (Gubrium, Holstein, and Buckholdt 1994) helped illuminate
the complex and unique journeys that gender-diverse people must embark on when constructing
and negotiating lived identity and life narratives. Conducting life-history interviews guided by
these theoretical frameworks helped us catch a rare glimpse of the self as it has been constructed
and negotiated over time. This allowed the reader to connect with the respondents by illustrating
the diverse array of life experiences that exist in a community that is assumed to be homogenous
and is often beholden to stereotypes and tragedy tropes. The respondents, in addition to being
gender-diverse, were teachers, students, artists, parents, friends, lovers, and were not
unidimensional by any stretch of the imagination. The goal with this approach was not only to
yield a rich and extensive data set that embodied a diverse array of experiences and perceptions,
but also an intentional step towards highlighting the humanity of participants in research that has
long been overly clinical and one-sided. It is helpful for caregiving professionals and cisgender
readers see and empathize with the participants, and for other gender-diverse people to be able to
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relate these stories to their own experiences to know that their feelings are valid. Encouraging
participants to tell their stories in a safe space where they know their feelings and experiences are
of the utmost importance allowed me to capture the nuanced production and performance of
gender in caregiving encounters. As a result, I was able to compare and contrast between binary
transgender and non-binary respondents accounts which illuminated disparities in non-binary
caregiving encounters that have received little recognition thus far.
Engaging a ‘doing gender’ framework allowed me to analyze how participants ‘do
transgender’ as “an emergent feature of social situations” (West and Zimmerman 1987:126,
Connell 2010), particularly by non-binary participants in cisnormative institutions where their
identities were policed and contested. By expanding upon this framework, I was able to capture
various ways that participants engaged ‘doing transgender’, which was contingent on the
demands dictated by the social situations they found themselves in. To ‘do transgender’ was to
choose between ‘doing binary transgender’, ‘doing non-binary', ‘undoing gender’, and ‘re-doing
gender’, each of which entailed a complicated set of processes that were often dictated by
transnormative standards of conduct. This was especially apparent in caregiving encounters,
where to ‘do transgender’ meant one had to adhere to ‘doing binary transgender’ lest they risk
losing access to vital resources. How this played out in non-binary participants experiences was
of special interest, as many non-binary participants recounted having to forfeit ‘doing binary
transgender’ in caregiving encounters to secure access to gender affirming care. This also
dictated how one was expected to ‘do mental illness’ in these encounters, with those who
adhered to a binary medicalized model of trans-ness expected to produce narratives consistent
with a strict psychopathological criterion of being transgender to medically transition.
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Navigating the transgender pathology paradigm was necessary for those who were out to
their providers, and ambiguity was often punished in these encounters as those who did not
adhere to the binary medicalized model of trans-ness were blocked from accessing a full
spectrum of care. The non-binary participants who opted to ‘do non-binary' or ‘undo/re-do
gender’ in these encounters had their identities pathologized in ways that were not consistent
with transgender pathology paradigms, which were especially apparent in those who were
dealing with neurodivergences and/or mental illnesses. In these instances, their non-binary
identities were discounted or erased as their neurodivergences and/or mental illnesses were
granted more salience by their providers. Their gender incongruence was regarded as
symptomatic of varying psychopathologies, and their ambiguity was conflated with instability
and uncertainty. Utilizing a ‘doing gender’ framework allowed me to assess the malleability of
gender processes in caregiving encounters, which are not only dictated by transnormative
assumptions about trans care needs, but also by the presence and execution of other identity
processes that either legitimate or nullify one’s gender-diverse identity contingent upon their
adherence to a binary medicalized model of trans-ness. Additionally, taking an intersectional
approach illuminated the ways that sexual orientation, mental illness, and neuroqueering
converged to create complicated and unique story lines regarding participants perceptions of
access to care.
Methodological Reflections
Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, I opted to take a purely online approach to
recruitment and interviewing. Recruitment was conducted through social media and via e-mail
between various networks of people internal and external to the gender-diverse community.
Though the sample size was modest (n=21), I do believe that hosting one on one interviews
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through zoom, in addition to relying on internet outreach, aided in my ability to gather
participants at the rate that I did. It granted participants flexibility, no matter where they were,
and also gave them a chance to relate and connect to another gender-diverse person during a
timeline when many people were suffering from isolation. Gender-diverse people of all ages
exist across the spectrum, but non-binary identities gained prevalence through internet discourse,
meaning that younger generations are perhaps more likely to be familiar with the concepts and
terminology. Though the project targeted a demographically diverse group to encourage higher
rates of participation, this effort could have inadvertently skewed the participant pool. Terms
like “gender-diverse” or “gender-expansive” could appeal more to non-binary participants,
potentially explaining their higher participation rate. In addition, internet recruitment may
effectively target younger audiences who are more likely to identify with contemporary
understandings of non-binary identities. A drawback of this approach is that not everyone has
access to computers or Wi-Fi, which could create socioeconomic and age-related barriers.
Though not directly intended, non-binary participants made up 71% of respondents. In
addition to the links made above, I also suspect that this was because I disclosed my own nonbinary identity to potential participants during the recruitment process. This approach proved to
be quite valuable as there is a dearth of research on non-binary caregiving experiences, and most
prior research has gravitated towards binary gender processes and disparities. Though binary
transgender people were underrepresented in this research, I was able to unearth the complexities
of binary transgender and non-binary identities, their humanity, and the problematic ways they
are forced to navigate accountability structures. Another unique aspect of this methodology was
the capacity for participants to self-define without barriers. This included demographic
information, such as gender, sexuality, pronouns, race and ethnicity, and neurodivergences or
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mental illnesses. Gender and sexuality were obviously important contributions to this research
area given that most participants felt empowered to claim multiple identity labels. They took
charge of the conversation surrounding their presumed mental illnesses and neurodivergences
through self-identification and incorporated those discourses into their identity narratives. Unlike
the situations they described with their care providers, the interviews provided a safe space
where they could determine which narrative resources had the most salience for them in
constructing their identities. Taking on a biography work perspective by conducting life-history
interviews allowed the participants to speak from their point of view, thus de-centering providers
perspectives regarding their identities.
Limitations and Future Research
As noted in the prior section, I disclosed my non-binary status to potential participants as
a recruitment strategy. I noted that this could have skewed the participant pool by drawing in
more non-binary participants, but this disclosure also could have also de-legitimized my status as
a gender-diverse person by painting me as not ‘trans enough’ to those who do not view nonbinary identities as authentically trans. This could be another reason I had few binary transgender
participants, because transgender separatism is still a prominent discourse in transgender
discourse. As boundaries expand, and competing narratives emerge, push back occurs as stricter
boundaries and definitions of trans-ness are seemingly enforced. Binary transgender people may
feel a sense of disconnection from non-binary people because of assumed differences in personal
narratives. This could impact some binary transgender people’s willingness to be vulnerable with
me about their experiences, which hold similarities but are also distinct from non-binary
experiences. This is not an attempt to delegitimize binary transgender people’s reservations
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about non-binary people, but it is important to highlight that binary transgender participants may
find difficulty trusting someone they do not identify with.
The same could be said about the racial dynamics of this research. In social media posts I
made, I was also transparent about my whiteness. There is a possibility that this impacted my
ability to recruit gender-diverse BIPOC (black included people of color), but I felt this disclosure
was necessary in guiding participants decision to partake in the study. I may not personally
present an intentioned threat, but my understandings of gender diversity have been largely
shaped by my positionality as a white person. This impacts participants ability to trust me or feel
as though we could truly connect. Gender diversity is interpreted through various lenses across
racial and ethnic lines, and mainstream representations and understandings of gender-diverse
people are guided by whiteness (hence our society’s commitment to the gender binary). Race and
ethnicity, in the context of gender marginality, often intersect a host of other stigmatized
identities noted in this research and should be treated with utmost care and respect.
Future research should focus on these intersections, especially in regards to non-binary
identities, by utilizing transgender standpoint epistemology to prioritize gender-diverse people of
color. This research should be led by and for gender-diverse BIPOC to ensure that participants
feel safe being vulnerable about their experiences with the ability to connect with someone who
understands their perspectives and emotions. This requires that academic institutions uplift and
prioritize gender-diverse voices of color when conducting this type of research, and from my
own experiences interacting with gender-diverse scholars of color, their work is often devalued
and underfunded. Though I did explicitly state that gender-diverse people of color would be
given priority in some of my social media posts, it is understandable that they would have
reservations about participating in white-led research on gender diversity. The criticisms I have
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made throughout this paper about cisgender people leading research on gender diversity could be
applied to my own research, and my being non-binary does not exempt me from accountability
as a white scholar.
Analyzing the similarities and differences between white non-binary and non-binary
BIPOC experiences in caregiving encounters could reveal greater disparities that have yet to be
realized. Applying a ‘doing gender’ framework could help illuminate the various ways that white
and BIPOC are accountable to gender performance, especially in regards to ‘doing transgender’.
The expectations for ‘doing transgender’, or ‘doing non-binary’ for BIPOC overall may be very
different than the expectations waged against white non-binary people. Throughout this research,
I found that the ways we are encouraged or forced to do gender in caregiving settings are largely
dictated by medical models of trans-ness and providers' knowledge of gender diversity. Those
who experienced medical gatekeeping typically claimed that their other perceived marginalized
identities were given greater salience in their encounters, which resulted in denied access to a full
spectrum of care and erasure of their gender identity. Measuring how this plays out for nonbinary BIPOC could further illuminate the seminal role of provider bias in the gatekeeping of
caregiving institutions.
Substantive Contributions and Their Relevance to Gender-Diverse People
Utilizing a qualitative approach in this study ensured that I captured the highly complex
ways respondents engage ‘doing gender’ frameworks when participating in life-history
interviews. Both binary and non-binary participants talked about transnormativity and
cisnormativity's impact on the quality of care they received and their relationships with
providers. They also talked about transnormativity’s impact on identity negotiation within and
external to caregiving institutions, with many stating that they endured a self-conscious struggle
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with the production and maintenance of authenticity narratives. Because this study yielded
mostly non-binary participants, I gained precious insight into the complicated nuances of ‘doing
gender’ for those who do not align themselves with western binarist understanding of gender,
which also revealed that ‘doing non-binary’ as a social process, is far from straight forward and
requires that one know how and when to resist, assimilate, adapt, and negotiate their
marginalized identities in certain contexts. This meant that ‘doing non-binary’ was also, at times,
synonymous with ‘doing binary transgender,’ ‘doing cisgender,’ ‘re-doing gender,’ ‘undoing
gender,’ and refraining from or participating in ‘doing mental illness.’ Problematic care is not
exempt from binary or non-binary experiences, but the erasure of non-binary identity and
personhood seems to be a common barrier to care as several participants claimed to refuse to be
transparent or explicit about their identities. As mentioned above, not enough research has been
conducted on the unique experiences of non-binary people in caregiving encounters, especially
in regards to complex identity processes. Even less exist for those who are still questioning or
those who choose to ‘go stealth’ in these encounters by concealing their gender diversity
outright. Of those who self-identified as non-binary adjacent (n=15), 40% (n =6) stated that they
were closeted in healthcare settings. Non-binary people who decide to conceal their identity, or
do not desire to medically transition, are just as valid as those who seek out gender-affirming
care, and much can be learned about the patient-provider dynamics of non-binary patients
outside of gender-affirming care.
What stands out to me are the bargaining processes that gender-diverse people are forced
to engage in, where binary transgender people are expected to ‘do mental illness,’ or the
medicalized model of transgender, to access care. Non-binary people must either adapt or submit
to the pathology model by ‘doing binary transgender’ to get access to gender-affirming care, or
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they must conceal their identities by going stealth to ensure access to basic healthcare. To ‘do
mental illness’ in conjunction with ‘doing non-binary’ does not typically yield the same results
because providers could treat ambiguity as a proverbial red flag for mistaken identity,
‘misdiagnosis,’ and future de-transition. This harkens back to a prior point I made about the
assumed causal relationship between psychopathology and gender incongruence, but with the
implication that ‘doing non-binary,’ or ‘doing ambiguity’ places one outside of the ‘welldefined’ criteria of trans-ness, which results in a failure to yield a ‘positive test’ (West and
Zimmerman 1987). This institutional erasure of non-binary identities forces people to choose
between seeking out gender-affirming care or mental health support, with a few participants
noting that their prior mental distress being documented in their medical charts kept them from
disclosing their gender identity. Those who did seek out gender-affirming care had to adhere to
cis-binary norms of trans-ness while concealing psychological distress to avoid receiving a
diagnosis that could potentially undermine or discredit their identity and access to care. Even
with the progress that has been made regarding this topic, the consequences of patriarchy and
cisnormativity continue to endure through health equity gaps that are entangled in an intricate
web of identity performance, identity assessment, and essentialist pathology claims related to
gender.
Most studies analyzing gender-diverse health disparities either reference non-binary
identities as an afterthought or forgo mentioning or distinguishing non-binary identities
altogether. Studies conducted by cisgender scholars on non-binary people often are not engaged
or immersed enough in the community to have a firm grasp of what non-binary means. In other
words, they do not speak the ‘language,’ so they do not understand the nuances. An example of
this is a study released from the Williams Institute where the researchers were deemed ‘pioneers’
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of non-binary populations studies through the utilization of TRANS POP survey data. They were
able to ascertain that approximately 1.2 million non-binary people reside in the United States,
and acknowledgment and representation go a long way in the fight for transgender/genderdiverse justice. A pitfall of this study is that an unknown number of the non-binary participants
were miscategorized. A highlight reads: A greater percentage of non-binary LGBTQ adults are
cisgender rather than transgender (Wilson and Meyer 2021). All respondents were initially
asked to answer a question about their transgender status, which gave the respondents two
options: ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Those who answered ‘yes’ received the survey centered on transgender
populations, and those who answered ‘no’ received a survey for cisgender people. According to
their listed methodology: “Respondents were classified as transgender if their sex assigned at
birth differed from gender identity and if they identified as transgender regardless of sex
assigned at birth. That is, people who reported male sex at birth and identified their gender as
‘woman’, or those who reported female sex at birth and identified as ‘man’ were classified as
transgender” (Krueger et al. 2020). Given the information in my study, it is easy to surmise that
some non-binary people may have had reservations about adopting the transgender label because
they felt as though they did not meet the criteria of being ‘trans enough’ for inclusion, along with
a variety of other perfectly valid reasons, including actually identifying as cisgender. Participants
were asked to choose between transgender or cisgender, with no alternatives, which presented
yet another binary box dilemma. Though ‘non-binary’ was an option for both cis and trans
populations, and non-binary people can certainly be cisgender, many non-binary people feel as
though they belong to neither label and making bold assumptions about someone’s identity
removes individual agency and causes more harm than good. This was obviously a
methodological flaw in a study led by cisgender researchers who had noble intentions. The
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categories as presented to respondents inadvertently replicated binary cisgender culture and
potentially forced binary gender identity choices on to non-binary individuals. This amounts to
identity erasure and a lost opportunity to gather data on this underrepresented group.
Most interviews ended with me asking participants what they wished healthcare
providers knew about accessing care as gender diverse people, and what their ideal experience
would be. Two barriers mentioned were the awkwardness or fear of ‘breaking the ice’ in these
encounters, with most participants not knowing how or when to disclose their trans status, or
their desire to transition. Another barrier was the provider’s general lack of knowledge, but more
specifically, their unfamiliarity with gender diverse terminology. This presented a language
barrier that was frustrating for both providers and patients, with the patient unable to adequately
convey their needs, and the provider unable to accurately assess their patient’s needs. For those
who align with a non-binary identity and want to transition, this became a bigger issue as
participants found that their providers were just as ‘lost and bewildered’ as they were when it
came to the intricacies and supposed ‘rule-book’ of transness they were meant to follow. Patients
were unable to simplify their perceptions and desires in these brief encounters, believing their
identities to be ‘incomprehensible’, and providers lacked the fluency of the community to
interpret their needs. Alongside proper training of how to engage and provide care to gender
diverse people, participants noted that establishing better channels of communication could help
diffuse some of the worries and frustrations present for both providers and patients. This would
include providing the proper paperwork that allows patients to list their gender identity and
preferred name, as well as the terminology they would be most comfortable using (gendering
body parts vs using gender neutral terms). All patients, cisgender or otherwise, want to be
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affirmed and understood, and having the language skills necessary to communicate and
empathize with marginalized populations is vital in the fight towards equitable care.
My involvement with this study as a non-binary person possibly provides insights that
may have been overlooked otherwise. My ability to connect and empathize with respondents
likely contributed to their willingness to trust me with their vulnerability by being forthcoming
about my own non-binary gender status. Both binary and non-binary participants were explicit
about their experiences with ‘doing gender,’ with each respondent talking about their internal
and external struggles with transnormativity and gender accountability. The non-binary
participants, however, pushed identity boundaries by embracing the malleability of gender by
adopting multiple labels or refusing to be defined. In their conversations with me, they confided
deeply held insecurities about personal identity claims while openly challenging the binary
gender hierarchy that rendered them invisible in caregiving institutions. These assertions were in
stark contrast to the behavior they reported in caregiving settings, where non-binary participants
felt forced to choose—to be, or not to be, to be ‘seen’ or ‘unseen’—for their own safety. A
parting note from all participants, be they binary transgender or non-binary, was the desire for
their gender-diverse siblings to know that they are trans enough, queer enough, non-binary, and
simply just ‘enough’ in all of the beautiful ways they exist.
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY
TABLE 1:
Cisgender

TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS PAPER
A person whose gender identity aligns with
their sex assigned at birth.
The expectation that everyone is cisgender.

Cisnormative/
Cissexist
Gatekeeping

Unnecessary and unfair hurdles in the path of
affirmative care for transgender people.
A system in which gender is constructed into
two strict categories, male, or female.
A flexible range of gender identity and/or
expression.
The emotional distress some feel when their
gender identity does not align with sex
assigned at birth
An adjective describing someone who does
not identify exclusively as a man or a woman.
Also used as an umbrella term for agender,
bigender, or genderqueer people and more.
The idea that trans people must adhere to
binary cisnormative understandings of transness.
An umbrella term for people who do not fully
or exclusively identify with the sex they were
assigned at birth.
The belief that gender dysphoria (pathology)
and undergoing medical transition are
necessary for one to be considered
transgender. This creates undue restrictions
on access to trans-related healthcare
Assigned Male At Birth & Assigned Female
At Birth

Gender Binary
Gender Diverse
Gender Dysphoria
Nonbinary

Transnormative
Transgender
Transmedicalism

AMAB & AFAB
“Going Stealth”

Concealing one’s gender incongruency to
keep themself safe.

Non-binary
Adjacent

A term to include those who are questioning,
or reject gender altogether. Expanding beyond
the binary/non-binary dichotomy.
People whose sex characteristic meet medical
and social norms for typical male/female
bodies.

Endosex
Adapted from:
transhub.org
1
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APPENDIX C: VOLUNTARY CONSENT
Gender Diverse Individuals’ LifeHistories and Experiences in the
Healthcare System

Title

Researcher(s)

Lilith Green

Researchers Contact Information

Phone: 901-238-0083

You are being asked to participate in a research study. The box below highlights
key information for you to consider when deciding if you want to participate. More
detailed information is provided below the box. Please ask the researcher(s) any
questions about the study before you make your decision. If you volunteer, you will
be one of about 30 people to do so.
Key Information for You to Consider
Voluntary Consent: You are being asked to volunteer for a research study. It is up
to you whether you choose to participate or not. There will be no penalty or loss of
benefit to which you are otherwise entitled if you choose not to participate or
discontinue participation.
Purpose: To broaden our social scientific knowledge regarding transgender and gender
diverse people and the nature of their experiences in the healthcare system. You are
volunteering to participate because you are 18 years or older and self-identify as transgender
and/or gender diverse.
Duration: It is expected that your participation will last between 45 minutes and 2 hours in a
onetime interview on Zoom.
Procedures and Activities: You will be asked to participate in a one-time Zoom interview
to discuss your life history and interactions with healthcare providers.
Risk: You may experience stress, emotional distress, inconvenience and possible loss of
privacy and confidentiality associated with participating in a research study. This research is
believed to be low risk. A psychologist, Dr. Cliff Heegel, has offered one free 60-90-minute
crisis assessment visit for respondents in the study who may incur emotional distress from
the interview. His email address is cliff.heegel@gmail.com and his phone number is 901673-0999.
Benefits: Participating in this research study has no direct benefits to you. However, we do
believe this study will fill gaps in knowledge on the healthcare experiences of transgender
and gender diverse people.
Alternatives: If you do not wish to be in the study, there are no other choices except not to
take part in the study.
Who is conducting this research?
Lilith Green of the University of Memphis, Department of Sociology is in charge of the
study. Their faculty advisor is Dr. Carol Rambo.
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What happens if I agree to participate in this Research? Once the Principal Investigator has
been contacted by the participant, the Principal Investigator will then respond to their email with
dates and times to schedule an interview on Zoom. When the interview begins, participants will
be asked if they have read and understood the Informed Consent for Research Participation form
and to have their consent recorded. It is expected that your participation will last between 45
minutes and 2 hours in a onetime interview over Zoom. With the participant’s permission,
interviews will be audio recorded. If the participant does not consent to being audio recorded,
they will not be able to participate in the research, and their contact information will be
destroyed.
You will be asked demographic questions, such as your pronouns, gender identity, sexuality, and
race. After you have answered those questions, you will be asked questions about
your experiences as a transgender and/or gender diverse person. For instance, you may be asked
questions like, “What stands out most to you now when you visit a doctor as a
transgender/gender diverse person?” If at any point you would like to skip a question, you may
do so without worry or repercussion. If you would like a copy of the questions that you will be
asked, please email Lilith Green at cmgreen4@memphis.edu.
We will contact you with any new information that may affect your willingness to continue
participation in the research.
What happens to the information collected for this research?
We may publish the results of this study; however, we will keep your name and other identifying
information private. The Principal Investigator will make transcriptions for each recorded
interview. The Principal Investigator will de-identify (change or remove) any identifiable
information during the transcription process. Any identifying information that might come up
during the interview, such as a high school name or address will be replaced with a broad
description. An example is instead of East High School, something along the lines of Urban High
School or Rural High School will be substituted.
When the transcriptions have been completed, all the recordings will be destroyed. Participants
will have the opportunity to review their own transcription for accuracy if they request to do so.
Once the recordings have been transcribed, de-identified, and corrected if the participant
chooses, the contact information will be destroyed, and the transcription will be coded. The
research team includes the Principal Investigator, Lilith Green, and their supervisor Dr. Carol
Rambo. The information will not be shared with anyone outside of the research team. The only
person who will have access to identifiable information will be the Principal Investigator; the
Principal Investigator will change and remove all identifiable information from the
transcriptions. Contact information will be stored until such a time that the Principal Investigator
can contact the participant and see if they would like to view the transcription for accuracy, then
it will be immediately destroyed. The de-identified information will be stored for three years on
an encrypted thumb drive accessible to the Principal Investigator and their Faculty Advisor to
give them adequate time to write up our results and publish the findings.
How will my privacy and data confidentiality be protected?
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We promise to protect your privacy and security of your personal information to the best of our
ability. You need to know about some limits to this promise. If you choose to participate in the
Zoom interview, it is not within the Principal Investigator’s ability to control the privacy within
your physical location during the interview. The Principal Investigator will ensure that their side
of the interview will be conducted in a private setting without interruption or distraction.
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing that
you gave us information or what that information is. The recordings will be kept in a secure file
in an application on the investigator’s phone and laptop. Only the principal investigator and the
faculty advisor, Dr. Carol Rambo, will have access to the transcriptions. All recordings will be
transcribed by the Principal Investigator.
Your information will be combined with information from other people taking part in the study.
When we write about the study to share it with other researchers, we will write about the
combined information we have gathered.
We will make every effort to keep private all research records that identify you to the extent
allowed by law. However, there are some circumstances in which we may have to show your
information to other people. We may be required to show information which identifies you to
people who need to be sure we have done the research correctly; this would include people from
organizations such as the University of Memphis.
The Institutional Review Board may be permitted access to inspect the research records. This
monitoring may include access to your private information, if they so require.
Research team members are required to report if a team member suspects child abuse or neglect,
or suicidal thoughts. TN Laws may require this suspicion be reported. In such case, the research
team may be obligated to breach confidentiality and may be required to disclose personal
information.
What if I want to stop participating in this research?
It is up to you to decide whether you want to volunteer for this study. It is also acceptable to
decide to end your participation at any time. There is no penalty or loss of benefits to which you
are otherwise entitled if you decided to withdraw your participation. Your decision about
participating will not affect your relationship with the researchers. The individuals conducting
the study may need to withdraw you from the study. This may occur if you are not able to follow
the directions they give you, if they find that your being in the study is more risk than benefit to
you, or if the Principal Investigator decides to stop the study early for a variety of scientific
reasons.
If you would like to stop participating in this research, please communicate that with the
Principal Investigator immediately. If suddenly during the interview you change your mind,
communicate that to the Principal Investigator and the interview will be stopped. Any
information that you already gave will not be used if you request. If at any point after the
interview you want to withdraw from the research, email the Principal Investigator at
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cmgreen4@memphis.edu. If you are to withdraw from participating in the research after the
interview, all your information will be destroyed and will not be used in the study.
Will it cost me money to take part in this research?
There are no costs associated with participation in this research study.
What if I am injured due to participating in this research?
It is important for you to understand that the University of Memphis does not have funds set aside
to pay for the cost of any care or treatment that might be necessary because you get hurt or sick
while taking part in this study. Also, the University of Memphis will not pay for any wages you
may lose if you are harmed by this study. You do not give up your legal rights by participating in
this study.
A psychologist, Dr. Cliff Heegel, has offered one free 60-90-minute crisis assessment visit for
respondents in the study who may incur emotional distress from the interview. His email address
is cliff.heegel@gmail.com and his phone number is 901-673-0999.

Will I receive any compensation for participating in this research?
You will not be compensated for taking part in this research.
Who can answer my question about this research?
Before you decide to volunteer for this study, please ask any questions that might come to
mind. Later, if you have questions, suggestions, concerns, or complaints about the study, you
can contact the investigator, Lilith Green, 901-238-0083 or cmgreen4@memphis.edu or Dr.
Carol Rambo, carol.rambo.phd@gmail.com. If you have any questions about your rights as a
volunteer in this research, contact the Institutional Review Board staff at the University of
Memphis at 901-678-2705 or email irb@memphis.edu.
Instead of asking you to sign this Informed Consent for Research Participation, we requested that
the signature be waived in order to protect your identity. We have shared this form with you and
request recorded verbal consent before proceeding with the interview.
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APPENDIX D: FACE SHEET
1. Pseudonym: ________________________________________
2. Pronouns: __________________________________________
3. Age: ______________________________________________

4. What gender identity(s) best describe you? _____________________________________

5. What race(s) best describe you? ______________________________________________
6. What ethnicity(s) best describe you? __________________________________________

7. Do you identify as having any disabilities or neuro-divergences that you want me to know
about? __________________________________________________________________
8. Education: _______________________________________________________________

9. State of Residence: ________________________________________________________
10. Sexual Orientation(s): _____________________________________________________
11. Marital Status: ___________________________________________________________
12. What is your current socioeconomic status? ____________________________________
13. Have you had other socioeconomic statuses in the past? __________________________
14. If so, what were they? ____________________________________________________
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APPENDIX E: GENDER DIVERSE INTERVIEW GUIDE
General
1. Would you be willing to start by telling me the story of your life?
2. Pretend your life is a book, what chapters would be in it? (What were your happiest
moments? What were your saddest moments?)
3. If you could rewrite your story now, would you? If so, what would it look like? If not,
why do you think that is?
Gender Identity
4. At what point in your life did you begin to suspect that you were not cisgender (did not
identify as sex assigned at birth)? What did you notice that made you suspect that you
were transgender or gender diverse?
5. In what ways do you identify as transgender or gender diverse?
6. When did you first come out to people if you have yet? Who did you come out to? How
did they react? [If you have not come out, why?]
•

How accepting of transgender/gender diverse people were/are your family and
friends? [Why do you think that is?]

7. Some people consider making changes once they identify as transgender/gender diverse.
Is transitioning an issue in your situation?
•

If so, what does the process entail? What steps might be involved? Have you
followed through with any of it?

•

If not, why?

8. Have you ever been positively perceived or treated well for being transgender/gender
diverse?
9. Have you ever been negatively perceived or treated badly for being transgender/gender
diverse?
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Healthcare Experiences
10. Do you currently have any form of health insurance? Why or why not?
11. Before you began presenting and/or living as your authentic self, about how many times a
year would you say that you visited a healthcare provider? What were those visits like?
12. What about now, what does that number look like? What are those visits like?
13. What do you remember about those visits?
•

Positive experiences

•

Negative experiences

14. Have those experiences changed your perception of clinical care at all?
15. What stands out most to you now when you visit a doctor as a transgender/gender diverse
individual? Are you positively regarded, negatively regarded, or neither? How do you
know they regard you that way? Why do you think that is?
16. When filling out paperwork, did/does the clinic ask for your gender identity, pronouns,
and preferred name?
•

Does your doctor use the correct name/ pronouns when engaging with you?

17. Do you feel like you have been denied proper care because of your gender identity?
Would you be willing to tell me that story? [Then ask, “Have there been other times?”
until all the stories are told].
18. Has your doctor ever used outdated terminology when referencing gender diverse people,
or have you found them to be fairly knowledgeable?
19. Is/was your doctor transparent about what will happen during physical exams and why?
20. Would you be willing to return to the same provider(s)? (Why? Why not?)
21. How easy or difficult would you say it is to find a gender-affirming or LGBTQ+
informed doctor in your area?
22. If you could write out the scene for an ideal doctor visit, how would it go?
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•

Is this scene different than your own experiences in healthcare settings?

23. What ideas do you have that could possibly bridge the gap between your real vs your
ideal healthcare setting (if any)?
Current Outlook
24. What advice would you give to someone who is questioning their gender identity?
•

What would you tell them about navigating patient care?

25. What do you wish your health-care provider knew?
26. What are your goals for the future?
27. What does the next 5 years look like for you?
28. Are there any questions that I did not ask that you think might be helpful to future
interviews with transgender/gender diverse people? [Ask them their question.]
29. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about yourself, either in general or
regarding your experience as a gender diverse person?
Thank you so much for your willingness to be vulnerable and share your story with me. I am grateful for
your trust and patience.
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APPENDIX F
LETTER FROM ASSISTING PSYCHOLOGIST
5/9/21
Members of the Institutional Review Board:
I am writing this letter in support of the study proposed by graduate student Lilith Green.
I am a licensed psychologist in private clinical practice in Memphis. One of my areas of
expertise is transgender/gender diversity. I have over 30 years of clinical experience working
with clients in the LGBTQ+ community.
I spoke at length with Lilith Green and their advisor, Dr. Carol Rambo, about the nature of their
specific study. I have read over their interview questions for the study participants. It is my
professional opinion that this project is unlikely to cause any serious harm or significant
disturbance to the participants.
Lilith Green will provide my contact information to every study participant. I will see for one pro
bono meeting any participant who wants help in dealing with emotional distress caused by
participating in the study. This meeting will focus on assessing and treating the distress. I will
provide a referral for additional treatment if it is needed.
I am also making myself available for consulting with both Lilith Green and Dr. Rambo should
either of them have any concerns regarding the safety or stability of any of the study
participants.
Please contact me if you have any questions for me.
Cliff Heegel, Ph.D.
NPI# 1417992298
Mailing address:
Cliff Heegel
4728 Spottswood #361
Memphis, TN 38117
cliff.heegel@gmail.com
(901) 763-0999 (office)
(901) 881-3027 (fax)
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Appendix G: Waiver of Signed Consent
WAIVER OF DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMED CONSENT
45 CFR 46.117(c)
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) may consider waiving the requirement for obtaining
documentation of informed consent if the following conditions are met. To request a waiver,
justification for the waiver should be included in the IRB submission and should address each of
the criteria listed below.
1. IRB may waive requirement to obtain a signed consent form for some or all of subjects if:
a. the only record linking the subject and the research would be the consent document and the
principal risk would be harm resulting from breach of confidentiality; each subject must be asked
whether subject wants documentation; or
b. the research presents no more than minimal risk and involves no procedures for which written
consent is normally required.
2. In cases where documentation is waived, the IRB may require investigator to provide subjects
with written statement regarding the research.
[Note that 1a above is not included in FDA. 1b is included in FDA and HHS regulations 21 CFR
56.109(c)]
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APPENDIX H: IRB APPROVAL
Institutional Review Board
Division of Research and Innovation
Office of Research Compliance
University of Memphis
315 Admin Bldg.
Memphis, TN 38152-3370
May 17, 2021
PI Name: C Green
Co-Investigators:
Advisor and/or Co-PI: Carol Rambo
Submission Type: Initial
Title: Gender Diverse Individuals' Life Histories and Experiences in the Healthcare System
IRB ID: #PRO-FY2021-412
Expedited Approval: May 15, 2021
The University of Memphis Institutional Review Board, FWA00006815, has reviewed your
submission in accordance with all applicable statuses and regulations as well as ethical
principles.
Approval of this project is given with the following obligations:
1. When the project is finished a completion submission is required
2. Any changes to the approved protocol require board approval prior to implementation
3. When necessary, submit an incident/adverse events for board review
4. Human subjects training is required every 2 years and is to be kept current at
citiprogram.org.
For additional questions or concerns please contact us at irb@memphis.edu or 901.6783.2705

Thank you,
James P. Whelan, Ph.D.
Institutional Review Board Chair
The University of Memphis.
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